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Dick stood on a table and peered through the opening above the door. while the other three youths
kept watch out of the window and guard over the prisoners.
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. CHAPTER I.
THE TRAITOR.

A litUe after noon of the 25th of September, 0£ the year
1780, Bob Estabrook, a member of the famous company
0£ "Liberty Boys," rushed into the quarters occupied by
said "I..iberty Boys," at West Point, on the Hudson, in a
state of great excitement.
"Dick! Dick!" he cried.
"What is it, Bob?" asked a handsome youth of perhaps
twenty years, turning a surprised ancl questioning face
toward Bob. The youth in question was Dick Slater, the
!captain 0£ the company, and one of the most famous young
men in the patriot armv. He hiio' done a great deal of
scout and spy work. :.od had "<Lrnecl the name of "The
Champion Spy of the Revolution ."
"Arncld ia a traitor!" was Bob's reply.
"What's that you say?"
Dick Slater was on his feet in an instant, and the De:\'
·.o.oment Bob was surrounded by a score or more 1f tb 1
'Liberty Boys," asking him what be meant.
"I say Arnold is a traito.r !" repeated Bob.
"A traito: : >; •
"Arnold?"
"The hero of ti:.i r;1toga and Quebec ?-never!''
'' J t ('~p ·+ hP 1"
"There ;r11~t bt some mistake!"
"Who told you, Bob?"
Such were a few of the many exclamations. The "Librty BoF" all knew Arnold well, and bad always adired hin! for his dashing bravery, and they could no:
ink that he ~ras a traitor.
In answer to foe question of who tolcl him that Arnold
as a traitor, Bob replied: "I helped row General Washgton • crc:>s the river a little while ago, you know, and
·e waited willle he went up to Beverly Robinson's house.
f12: a while one of the officer~ came clown to the boat to
ll .1s that the comrr;ander-in-chief would be there in a
! time, as he was coming back ~ver to West Point,
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ancl then he tolcl us that Arnold was a traitor, and that
he ha cl fl.eel for his life."
"That is too bad!" said Dick, sorrowfully; "it is terrible ! I would never have believed. that Arnold would be
so base and lost to all sense of honor. How did his
wife take it, Bob? Diel you hear?"
"The officers said that she was in hysterics."
"I don't doubt it. Poor· woman! It will be worse £or
lier than for Arnold."
"Yes, indeed."
"I wonder i£ it would be possible to capture Arnold?"
Dick remarked, musingly.
"Hardly, Dick. It is said that he is now safe on board
the British sloop of war, Vulture, which was lying down
the river, waiting to take the British officer, Andre, back
to New York. "
"The British officer, Andre?"
"Yes--0h, you didn't know about that, .,;ther, did you?
It was the capture of this British officer, do,rn near Tarrytown, that made Arnold's treason know;n."

"Hor was Um t ?"
"He had r ·Tt-rs in Arnold's handwriting m his shoes.
-and a pass to ca;Ty him through the lines; fro:in Arnold. ''
"What were the papers?"
"Drawinirs of the works here at West Point, and everythi1 ·.f!' ·:::.:: that kind that would assist the British in cap: '!..ring the fortress."
"That is terrible, ancl makes Arnold's guilt abeolutely
certain," said Dick.
"Yes; and his flight, toe, clinches- all."
"So it iloes. And what about the commander-in-chiefdid he come back ever to the for~?"
"Yes; he is here, now, msking a careful examination to
see what Arnold had done that would make the capture 0i
the place ea2y."
"That is something very nec;ssary," said Dick; "tbe
probability is that a force is making its way up the r!1·l~ r
now, for the purpose of making an attack on us."
"That is what the commander-in-chief fears. I hea <LI
him tE:ll Lafayette so."
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"Well, the chances are that we will have a battle soon."
"It is likely."
"Still," said Dick, after a pause, "I am not so sure of
it. If Andre was captured with the drawings and papers
on his person he did not, of course, succeed in carrying
them to the ·British in New York, and I hardly think that
the British would start up the river before he returned.
He was undoubtedly their messenger, sent to confer with
Arnold, and they would await his return before making
any decided move.:'
"That is frue," agreed Bob.
The "Liberty Boys" fell to discussing the startling affair
and we~·e so engaged :rhen an orderly appeared and ad<lressed Dick Slater.
"The comm:mder-in-chief wishes to see you at headquarters," he said.
"I will go at once," said Dick.
"That means work for you, Dick," said Bob.
"I shouldn't wonder, Bob."
"Say, if it has anything to do with Arnold, ancl you
can do so, get the conunander-in-chief to let me take a
hand in it, too, Dick," half pleaded Bob.
"I'll see about it, Bob."
Dick left the quarters occupied by the "Liberty Boys"
and made his way to headquai1ers. He found Generals
Washington, Lafayette, Greene and Knox there. '.l'hey were
looking very sober, indeed.
They greeted Dick pleasantly, for all knew the youth and
thought the worl~ of him. Then the commander-in-chief
,spoke.
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Dick did not reply immediately. He "·as ponderin
ihe question. At last he said: "I hardly know what reply
to make to your question, sir. Under ordinary circumstances I would not be afraid to say that I thought it
possible to capture S<fme· one and bring him away; but
you see, this some one is Arnold, the greatest traitor· ever
kno1rn, and, no doubt, extraordinary precautions will be
taken to watch over him and take care of him."
The four generahr,no<lded. "You arc undoubtedly righ
about that, my boy," Washington said;. "it would certainly
be a very difficult malter to capture Arno~d and bring him
a 1rny, but if it can possibly be done I want it to be done
1 intend to try in every possible way to ~et hold of the
traitor, for I would like to make an example of him that
1rnulcl be a lesson to all who may have a leaning toward
treason, and that would be "an object lesson to, the worlU
for all time;" and the commander-in-chiefs face grew
stern.
"Then," said Dick, "am I to understan~ that you wish
me to undertake this affair, your "Ecellency ?"
The commander-in-chief bowed. "Yes, Dick," he r eplied; "I wish you io undertake that branch of it I am
going 1.o enter into negotiations with General Howe, and
will get the traitor back, if I possibly can; but at the sam~
time, fearing that I will fail, I wish to have other agencie~
at work; and that of trying to capture him and bring him
ba~k by force is the one I have the most hope from. I
wish you to look after it, Dick."
"I shall be only too glad to do so, your excellency."
"I was sure you would be."

"Dick," he said, sadly, "Arnold has P.roven to be a
"Yes, indeed. Have you any special instruction
traitor; he plotted to give up West Point to the British, give regarding how I shall go to work?"
.and on the plot being discovered he fled ."
"No; I shall leave that to your own discretion an~
"I have just heard that such was the case, your exceljudgment. Go ahead and do the work in yot1r own wa3~· ·
1ency," replied Dick.
·
1l
Dick."
"Arnold fled down the river in a boat, and is now on
"Very well; I will do so, sir. I suppose you wish me tt
board the British sloop of war, Vulture."
enter upon the work at once?"
"Yes?"
"Immediately."
"The sloop- is now headed down the river, and the
"Very well. 'rhcre is nothing further you wish to s~u
-traitor will soon be ill New York, apparently safe among
to me or instructions you wish to give me?"
· bis new friends."
V•
"I have no instructions to give, and nothing furth1 ,
"Yes ?'l
"I said 'apparently' .safe, Dick,' 1 said the commandcr-in- to sav,
. Dick. Arnold is a traitor; he is in New Y orl '
among
the British; I want him brought back, if it c
chief, looking at Dick ea.rnestly.
Te
Dick bowed. "I took note of what you said, your ex- possibly be accomplished. That is all."
"Very well." Then Dick saluted and withdre"-.
cellency," he replied.
li<
"Good! And, now, do you think, Dick, that it would
"He will do the work, if anybody can, your excellency, "
be possible to capture Arnold and get him out of New ~aid General Greene, when Dick had gone.
10"
York from among the British?"
"Yes, indeed, General Greene; but I fear. it is beyoi:iw
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g the power of even Dick Slater to capture Arnold and bring
y him away from British headquarters, as it were."
l"It is a big task, certainly," agreed General Lafayette.
it
"But he has accomplished almost as difficult tasks in
t, the past," said General Knox.
er , "So he hai::; aml that is the reason I send him upon this
oe
ne," said Washington.
"If he can't do it it would be useless for any one else to
b.t ry," said Greene.
ly
The above-given conversation shows 1n what estee~
Ill
ick Slater was held by th e four great generals of the
1e.
evo1ution. They had great ,confidence in the brave caphe . f
am o · the company of "Liberty Boys."
Lat D"ick- h astened back to the quarters occupied by the "Lib~~! rty Boys," and was greeted with queries from every side.
"What did the commander-in-chief want?"
ew
"What is up, Dick?"
'"Was it anything about Arnold?"
[sh "Tell us all about it, old man!" ·
Such were a few of the exclamations. Finally Dick
re) eld up his ha~d for silence, and laughingly said : "If
am ·ou'll gi\·e me a chan ce I'll tell you all about it."
m " Go ahead!"
•
"We'll give you the chance!"
" ':les, yes !"
ii.
, .,l
· ;:; mt up, everybody, and let Dick talk !"
I'll tell you what the commandet-in-chicJ' wanted with
1e(' said Dick : "He wanted that we should make the
ticmpt to trace Arnold and q1pture him and bring him
ac:k."
•

.,
1

t

1

"'Ah, ha! he wants us to act as sleuth-hounds, eh, Dick ?n
xclaimed Bob.
an "Well, ·yes, I suppose you might 'call it that, Bob. H e
•\'a} ·ants us to trace Arnold to his h.icling place in the city
nd then, if possible,. to capture _h im and bring l~im back. "
Le t "That will be no easy job, Dick."
"Certainly not."
"It will give us some lively work, though,!' went on Bob,
sa
and
that is what I like."
1
Dick smilecl. "There is no doubt but that it will be
Yely enough, Bob."
rth
for "Likely it will be too lively," smiled Mark Morrison.
"That's right," from Sam Sanderson; "Arnold is in
ew York, isn't he ?"
" H e is on his way there; he will be there before long,''
id Di ck.
ncy,
" Well, when he gets there he will be in the midst of
ousands of redcoats; that being the case, I don't see
eyo w we are to capture him and bring him away. "
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"Oh, it'll be a difficult matter," said Bob; "but it will
be work that is worth while."
"Yes," said Dick; "if we can go down into New Y ork
City, trace Arnold down, capture him and br1ng him away,
it will be the biggest kind of a feather in our cap."
"Yes, it'll be a whole bunch of feathers !" grinned Bob.
"And you are going to make the attempt, Dick?" asked ·
Sam Sanderson.
"Indeed I am, Sam!"
"When?"
"Right away."
"How are you going to go about it?"
"Well, I will have to give that matter a few minutes'
thought. I haven·t had time to devise a plan as yet."
"Well, if you want to keep on living you don't want to
devise a plan that leaves me out of the affair! " said Bob,
with an air . of mock fierceness .
. " Oh, you shall be in it, Bob. I will have to have two

or three of you to help me, at any rate."
"Not more than that?" remarked one of the youths, •
with a disappointed look." .It was evi dent that he wished
to make one of the party and was afraid he would not
get to do so. There was a disappointed look on the face
of nearly ail the youths also .
Dick Slater sat down and was silent, thinking, for
fifteen minutes, and then he looked up ancl said : "Bob,
i\fark and Sam, get ready to accompany me. I shall take
you three and no mm:.e."

CHAPT:B}R IL
"THE LIBERTY BOYS AS SLEUTH-HOUNDS."
/

Of course, Bob, Mark and Sam were clelightecl on account of having been selected to accompany Dick, but the
rest were disconsola.te.
"Can't you take rriore of us, Dick?" asked one.
"You may need more than four," from another.
"You'll neecl the whole company, and more, too, if you
are going to venture down into that hornet's nest," said
~till another, but Dick only shook his head and smiled.
"I am sorry, boys," he said; " I wish I could take you
a11, for I know you would like to go; but in a ca~e of this
kind, the fewe r I have with me the better, as we will be
less likely to attract attention. Of course, I will need
some assistance, but I think t hree comrades will be sufficient, and all that it will be wise for rrie to take."
"Well, you know best, Dick," was the reply.

4
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ThP four youth,; busied· themselves getting ready for
the adventure. 'rhcy were going to venture right.into the
midst of the redcoats, so it would not do to wear their uniforms, and they doffed the continental blue and donned
rough, ragged suits uch as were worn by the farmer
youths of the vicinity. This would disguise them and
' .
make it much safer for them both on the road to New
1
York and after they got there.

.

It , did not take long to make their arrangements, and
then they bade their comrades good-by and took their
departure. They crossed the river to Beverly Robinson's
house and there procured four farm horses on which to
make the journey to the city. The youths had good
horses over at the fort, but they did not wish to run the
risk of losing them.
It ~vas now well along toward the middle of the afternoon, but as it was September it would be light till after
six, and the youths could ride quite a distance before they
would have to think of stopping for the night. Indeed,
Dick was thinking of riding pretty much all night. Still,
as they would not dare enter New York in the daytime,
i:his would not gain them much. They would have to
put up somewhere all day and wait for nightfall before
entering the city; so it would perhaps be as well to put
up for the night and ride ~l next day. By so doing there
would not be any danger of losing their way, which they
might do at night, if it were very dark.
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"They might try to take our weapons," said Dick.
"Well, they will get nothing but the contents of mine!
said Bob, grimly. "You can wager that no Cowbobys 01
Skinners are going to take my weapons away from m1
until after they are empty !"
The other three expressed themselves in much the sami
I
terms, and thus conversing they rode onward at as rapic1
a gait as it was possible to get out of the horses. The)
continued o:p.ward till sundown, and then not having ~eet
a-farmhouse for·quite a while, and not knowing how lonf
it would be before they would come upon one they decided
to stop and eat supper and let their horses rest and cror
the grass.
They came to a stop at a little stream, and after water·
ing the horses, tethered them, and, getting the food ou' ,
of the saddle-bags, proceeded to eat their frugal meal.
1
While thus engaged two men came riding along the road
coming from the same direction the youths had come from
The strangers were rough-looking custome~s and wen
mounted on scrawny, half-starved horses. They looked
the four youths rather searchingly and curiously as the;
drew opposite, and, after hesitating, came to a stop.
"Hullo, ye fellers!" said one, in a gruff voice.
"Ho,1 are you, gentlemen?" remarked Dick, quietly.
"Gentlemen . ? Oh, Dick!" said Bob, in an undertone
1
with a grin.
1

")'\fought I ax who ye fellers air?" wa$ the n~::-;:t remar11
of the stranger who bad taken the office of spokesma; 1
upon himself.
1
"Certainly you might,'' replied Dic'K; "there is no lm
against your asking, that I know of."
"W aal, then, who air ye?"
"We arc travelers."
Bob snickered.
"Oh, ye're travelers, arr ye?" the man said, sullenlJ t
for he saw and heard Bob snicker, and it aroused his irt
"Yes."
"We'll ha>e to keep our eyes ~pen, Dick," remarked Bob
"
"But I di.di\' mean thet; I meant, who air ·ye-whut' s
when they had been riding an hour or so; "we may run
yer names?"
'across a gang of Cowboys, you know."
t
"Yes; or Skinners, Bob. It doesn't matter which we
"Ob, that's it?"
encounter; one sort is as likely to try to rob us as another."
"Yas."
k
"That's right," said Sam Sanderson; "although the
"And I suppose you would like to know where we al ii
Skinners pretend to be patriots, and the Cowboys pose as going, n:hat our business is when we get there, and ~a:
Tories, they are re~lly more robbers than anything else, about it?"
and will rob patriot or loyalist with equal impartiality."
J:1;1,;k spoke calmly and with a perfectly sober face, b• a:
"Yes, you are right about that, Sam. I would as i;..;,\ 11 .!:>ob, who ·was a youth of a live1y and fun-loving temper
encounter Cowboys as Skinner2."
ment, could not help laughing aloud. The two men co1 tl
"Well, we haven't much that would tempt them," said see nothing :11r.l!y in 'Dick's remark, ,,r,we i'tl', auJ thl
J\fark Morrison, "so I guess they won't bother us." ·
fuowned and looked Su Yt: ze.

Dick thought the 'matter over carefully, and decided to
be guided somewhat by circumstances. If it should transpire that they found a good place to spend the night,
where they would be among friends, they would stop; but
if they did not find any such place they would continue
onward till midnight, at least, and then go into camp at
some convenient spot. This they could do, as they each
had a blanket, and in their saddle-bags was food enough
to do them.
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"I s'pose by thet ye mean thet it hain't none uv our
bizness \}'ho ye air?" the one who had done the talking
1rl said, angrily.
Lcl "Oh, well, I would not like to say anything impolitf:!,"
said Dick, soberly, and Bob came very near exploding
t with laughter.
.
This made the two angrier than ever, and the spokesman shook his fist and then, indicating Bob by pointing,
cried: {'Ye think et's funny, don' ye, ye blamed leetle
t monkey, ye! Ef ye'll jes' cum out heer an' sbin' up before
me er minute_, I think I'll be able ter change th!3t larf ter
> · ther other corner uv yer mouth!"
Bob was on his feet in an instant. He strode straight
r out till within ten feet of the man, and then, pausing,
u said, with a grimness quite at va1:iance w_ith his former
mood: "Just get down off that horse, you big loafer, and
.d I'll teach you a lesson in just one minute that you will
Ill remember all your life!"

.

1'11 be a~le ter prove ter ye thet yer mistook, afore yer
rnenny days older."
"Still determined to keep on blowing, aren' t you?"
laughed Bob.
"Ye'll fin' out whether er not I'm blowin' !"
"Shut up, or I'll pull you off your horse B;nd give you
one of the worst thrashings you ever had ilf. your life!"
'Bob made a movement toward the man as he spoke,
and with a startled exclamation the fellow dug bis heels
into the h~rse's ribs and got away from there in a hurry,
his companion following suit.
"You're a brave one, you are !" called out Bob, sarcastically.
The two did not reply, but slackened the speed of their
horses at a bend a hundred yards distant, and half turning
in their saddles, shook their fists at Bob and his three
comrades.
"Oh, go on about your business, or I'll get on my horse
and chase you into the tall timber and up a tree!" called
out Bob.
The men made no reply in words, but they urged their
horses to inQ_reased speed and quickly disappJ:!ared. .
"That was a i)retty pair, I must say!" said Bob, as he
went back and took his seat by his companions.
"An ugly pair, I would call them," said Mark Morrison.
"You're right,'' agreed Sam Sanderson.
"And, if I mistake not, a pair that is likely to try to
make us trouble," said Dick.

:r
"Whut's thet ! D'ye dar' ter call me er loafer ?" the
a fellow cried, growing almost black in the face with rage.
e
"I have no doubt that you are worse than a loafer!"
replied Bob, cuttingly; "anyway, I ·know you are a fellow
who needs a lesson in manners, and I am just the boy
who can give it to you. Get down off your horse!"
[l
But the man did not evince any very great desire to do
so. It was plain that he was not eager for an encounter
tr with the handsome, bold-speaking youth, and his talk had
1a been intended more as a bluff than otherwise. He saw,
now, that he had caught a Tartar, and turned his atten"They would if they could, there is no doubt about that,"
.a tion toward getting out of the scrape in which he feared said Bob; "but what could two such miserable specimens as
he had gotten himself.
they do against the four of us, any one of whom is a
"Ef ye think I'm gain' ter git down theer an' have two match for both?"
"There may be mQre of them not far away, Bob," said
or three uv ye fellers jump onter me, ye're fooled, thet's
all!" he said, sullenly, but in a tone of relief, for he Dick.
11 thought this excuse well thought of.
"That's so; I never thought of that."
lT
"They looked like Cowboys," said Sam.
"You need fear nothing of the kind," said Bob, quickly;
"Or Skinners-who are just as bad!" from Mark.
"no one will assist me a particle. Indeed, I won't need
"Well, we won't lfilt them skin us-not by a long shot!"
ut any assistance, . and I guess you know that, and that is
said Bob, grimly.
the reason you change your tune so quickly."

a

b
1er

on
th

"No, I don' know ennythin' uv ther kin'; but I do
know thet young fellers like ye air allus reddy ter jump
in an' ~e'p wun another, and I'd be er fool ter git down
an' give ye ther chance at me."
"It is just as I thought," said Bob, scornfully; "you
are a great, big blowhard !"
"Ye think so, do ye?" the man asked, in a peculiar,
threatening voice.
"I do. Indeed, I'm sure of it!"
"All right; ye're welcum ter yer beleef- but I think

"We'll have to keep our eyes open," said Dick, soberly;
"they are likely to Jhide in the timber at the sidf:! of the
road and shoo~ us down as we come along."
"They would be afraid," dissented Bob; "they would
know that if they failed to h.ill all of us before we could get
at them, they thems~lves would lose their lives."
"As I said, though, Bob, they may have comrades near
at hand."
"Well, in that case, they might attempt something."
The youths finished their supper and then waited half an
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hour to give the horses a good rest, after which .they
mounted and· again pursued their journey.
It was now quite dark and it was seen that it was likely
to be a bad night. Clouds were looming up in the west
and 0ccasional fitful flashes of lightning proclaimed the
fact that a thunder storm was likely to break in the
course of an hour or two.

The youths dismounted and led their horses around to
the rear of the building. Here, to their great pleasure,
they found ~ good-sized shed which would affor d a good
shelter for their horses. They unbridled and unsadcllecl
the animals and tied them securely by ropes, after which
they entered the deserted farmhouse, taking the sad.dles and
bridle!' in with them.

"What hacl we better do, boys?" asked Dick.
"Just whatever you think best, Dick," replied Bob; "you
are 1the boss of this expedition."
"Well, it is so dark, even now, that we are liable to lose
our way. ; and after the clouds get clear over it will be
worse. And it is my opinion that we had better hunt up
shelter and stop for the night."

"I wish we had a light," said Bob. "We don' t know
what kind of trouble we may get into in here. 'l'here may
be snakes in the room, or ghosts, or--"
"We'll get a very good look at i.he interior when there
comes a flash of lightning," said Dick.
Just then there came a tlash of lightning and the youi.hs
saw a sight which, 1o say the least, startled them. At the
farther end o.f the room stood six roughly dressed, fiercelooking men, an<l. in their hands were pistols, which they
held extended iu a manner which threatened the "I,iberty

"'l'ha t will suit me, Dick."
"And me."
"It's the same with me."

"All right, then; that settles it. The thing now is to find Boys"~
a sheltered place to go into camp."
The youths rode onward and soon- the faint rumble of
the thunder could be heard in the distance.'

"It will be raining within the hour," aid Dick.
, "And lightning and thundering to beat anything,"
added Sam, who was nervous in thunder storms.

r

CHAPTER III.

"'\

"We may be able to find shelter in less time than that,"
said Dick, hopefully.

THE SURPRISE IN TJTE OLD C.AB1 N .

"We may come to the home of a far mer soon," from
Bob.

"Hello!" exclaimed Dick. "Who are you .fellowf;, and
what do you mean by threatening l:l.S with p istols ?"
They rode onward for fift een or twenty minutes, and
"Who air ye fellers?" was the counter-query.
then suddenly, as a :ftash of lightning illumined the scene
"We are travelers who have stopped in her e fo r shelter
for an instant, an exclamation escaped Dick.
from the storm>'
"There is a house!" he cried. "Now " :e ''ill be all
"\Vaal, thet's whut we air, "too."
right."
"Very well; put up your pistols. There is no need o.f
All four had seen the building at the same instant, and
Bob said: " Doesn' t look us if anybody is at home, Dick. our :fighting one another."
"How do we know ye hain·t er ban' uv robbers ?"
There is no light."
"Well, for that matter, how do we know you ar e not a
"Tr11e; well, it doesn't matter. We'll stop overnight,
band of robbers ?'~
anyway."
"I dunno."
"That's right."

'

"Neither do I. It seems to me that it is about an even
When they were, as they judged, even with the house
the youths paused and waited for another flash of light- thing."
ning so as to get a view of their surroundings.
Just then there came another flash of lightning, and i
The flash was not long delayed, and then it was seen it was seen that Dick and his three comrades had their l
that they were in front of an old, dilapidated house which pistols out and leveled.
i
had a. deserted appearance.
"Say, don' ye fellers shoot them pistils off!" growled i
"Nobody lives there," said Dick; "and, judging by one of the men. "EE ye do, we·ll kill ther las' wun uv ye !"
"We won't do so unless you make it necessary," wa
appearances, nobody has lived there for some time."
Dick's calm reply.
'"W:e'll take possession, then," said Bob.
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"\Yaal, we hain't ergoin' tcr make et necessary."

"No."
"Waal, thet's funny. Wlrnr ye frum, ennyway, thct ye
"Put up yer pistils."
don' know who Arnold is? Ile wuz er patriot gineral, in
"We will do so, if you will."
command uv ther post at West Point, an' he wuz plannin'
I
"All right; we come in heer ter git outer ther storm, ter giv' ther place over ter ther British, et seems, but wuz
ther same ez ye hev, an' theer hain't no use fur us ter fight." caught in et an' he had ter git in er hurry, this mornin'."
"Of course not. Put up your pistols."
"Indeed?" remarked Dick. "And have i.hey caught
"All right."
him?"
The next flash of lightning showed that both parties
"No; an' I guess they won't."
had put their pistols away, and the ,situation did not
"Why not?"
seem quite so threatening. Still, Dick realized that the
"He got erway by goin' down thcr riYer in er boat, an'
six men were not just the kind he would have chosen he reached an' boarded ther British vessel, ther Vulture,
for co~anions for the night, and he made up his mind an' is in New York long afore this."
it would not do to go to sleep and risk what they might do.
"Indeed? I suppose they will ti1· to get hold of him,
One thing, Dick had taken as good a loox: as was pos- won't they?"
sible at the faces of the strangers, and he knew that the
"Who?"
two whom they had seen while eating their supper were
"The patriots?"
not in the party.
There was a hoarse laugh at this. "Mighty leetle good
"I am glad of it," he said to himself; "these men being et'd do 'em!"
utter strangers they may not attempt to harm us and we
"Why so?"
may get through the night without an encounter with
"W'y so?"
them, while if the two were among them they would not
"Yes.''
be satisfied till they had made an attack upon us."
"Waal, et seems ter me ennybuddy orter .know thct.._
The fellows seemed to want to talk, for presently one He's down theer in New York ermong hundreds an' thousaid : "Et's er bad night out."
san's uv ther British, an' how c'u'd ther patriots git 'im ?"
"Yes, indeed; a bad night," replied Dick.
"It does seem as if it would be a difficult matter."
"Sounds and acts like et 'vuz go in' ter be bad all night."
"Difficult? W'y, et'd be jes' onposserble !"
"Yes; it ... wouilin't surprise me if it stormed throughout
"It does seem as if such would be the case."
the entire' night."
"U v course."

"I'm glad to hear that."

I

"Waal, we kin stan' et, I guess, in heer outer ther wet."
"I suppose it would have gone hard with Arnold if
"Yes; it can rain all it wants to."
the patriots had succeeded in 'Catching him?"
"Jes' so ther lightnin' don' strike ther shanty."
"Gone hard with 'im? Waal, I sh'd say so!"
"True; that wouldn't be pleasant."
"What would they have done to him?"
"Xot er bit uv et !"
"Hung 'im ter ther handiest tree!"
This did not call for aii answer, so Dick said nothing in
"I judge you are right."
reply. He did not care about carrying on a conversation,
"Yas, I know I am; bu~ ef they didn' ketch Arnold, they
anyway. The fellow was not satisfied, however, and pres- got sumbuddy ez good.. "
!l ently he said:
"Indeed ?"
"Thet wuz tnrrible erbout i.het feller Arnold. wuzn't
"Yas."
el.?"
"Who have they got?"
n·
This was treading on dangerous ground. The six men
"Er British orsifer."
might be patriots, or Skinners who leaned that way; and
"A British officer?"
then, again, they might be loyalists, or Cowboys with
"Yas; ther wun thet cum up ter make ther arrangements
r loyalist leanings, and it would not be a good plan to let with Arnold."
them know too much; so Dick said, with an assumption of
"So he was caught, eh?"
ignorance : "About who, did you say?"
"Yas."
"Arnold."
"What is his name?"
"Who is he?''
"Andry, I think, er sumthin' like thet."
s
"Don' ye know who Benedick Arnold is?"
"Where was he captured?"
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"Olus ter Tarrytown."
"What will they do with him?"
"I dunno; hang 'im, I 'xpeck."
"That will make up to the patriots £or £ailing to get
.Arnold, in some degree at least, won't it?"
"Yas, et'll make 'em £eel er leetle better, I 'xpect; but
I don' think •be deserves hangin' ez much ez A~nold does,
do ye?"

immediately spread out their blankets and lay down, Bob
and Dick doing likewise, for Dick, although he would re-mai~ awake, did not wish the men at the other end of
the room to lmqw it. Presently there came a flash of
lightning and the six saw that the £our had lain down.
"Hello!" said the man who had done all the talking
so far, "goin' ter git sum sleep, hey?"
"Yes, if the rattle of the rain and the thunder will let

"Well, I don't know much about such things," said
Dick, cautiously; "I would not like to say one way or the
other."
"Waal, thet's ther way et seems ter me. Arnold is
ther traitor, an.' et seems worse fur 'im ter plan. ter giv'
up tber patriot force an' works ter ther British than fur
them ter plan ter try ter git ther force an' works."
"Perhaps so," said Dick; "I wouldn't like to say."
If the man was trying to draw Dick out and :find out
which way they leaned, he was disappointed. His next
remark seemed to give color to this, for he said:
"Seems ter me yer purty keer£ul whut ye sez, young
feller."

us," replied Dick.
· "Ye've got ther better uv us."
"How is that?"
"We hain't got no blankets."
"Oh!"
"Howsumever, we're used ter hardships, an'll git erlong
all right, I gu~ss . Yf e kin sleep on ther floor, an' et
won't be ther £urst time, neether."
"Well, we have done such a thing, ourselves," replied
Dick; "but I can't say that it was pleasant."
"No, et hain't pleasant, thet's er fack."
The six now lay down, a Dick saw when the next lightning flash came, and he noticed that their heads were close
together. He could not hear them talking, as the rain
rattled and made a great deal of noise, but he shrewdly
suspected that they were engaged in conver ation of some
sort. He suspected, further, that the conversation was
regarding him~::~~ :.n;.1 t'01,•:,i1mions.
"It wouldn't do for us all to go to sleep and risk letting
them have a chance at us," he said to himself; "they are
either Skinners or Cowboys, I am confident, and that
means the. l lhe.~ are robbers and they would take our
weapons arnJ. anythi11g we possess that took their fancy;
and they would. prob<..1hly take the horses also."
'rhe six rough-looki.11~· men were indeed talking 0£ Dick
and his companions. :'We'll purten' ter go ter sleep," said
the leader to the man n1::x t. to him, "an' then ·when they
hev got good an' soun' ersleep we'll slip over an make
'em pris'ners afore they kin git erwake, an' then we kin
he'p ourselves ter whutever 1-hey hev that we kin. use."

"Well, that is a good plan, doµ't you think?"
~cob, I dunno."
"Well, it seems so to me, at any rate."
The rain was coming down in torrents, now, 'and made
so much ·noise rattling on the clapboard roof that it was
impossible to carry on a conversation without shouting,
and the man subsided, much to Dick's r~lief. He did not
wish to come in collision with the six, if it could be
avoided, and there was danger, so long as talk was indulged in, that something would be said on one side or
the other that would cause a clash.
"That fellow's rather talkative, isn't be?" said Bob
to Dick, under cover of the. rain.
"Yes; I think he was trying to clraw me out and find
out how we star.cl on the question."
"I think that was what he was trying to do . Well,"
with ~ cimdde_, •· '.1€' Liidn't find out much."

..

"No, not a great deal, that's a fact."
"What are we going to do to-night? We won't da:·'.· .,:
1-:.'' i.r, :·ieep, will we?"
"No; those fellows might go for l!!l while we \Yere
asleep. We will nave· to take turns ke€:ping aw11ke."
"That is the only safe plan."
"Yes; and I 'll take the first turn. Tell Ma"rk and Sam,
and then the three of you can go to sleep as soon as you
like."
"All right."
Bob told his comrades what Dick had said and they
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"Thet's right!" replied the one aqdressed.
"Pass ther word erlong," the leader said; "tell the:r
civ'p l2.ey mustn' go ter sleep."
"All rigb t."
Then t'!i.e fellow told the man next to him, and he told
the next, and so on, till all hatl been told wh<lt they were
.expected to do. When this had been accompfobcd the
men did not converse any more but lay still a!lcl listened to
the patter of the rain and the rumble anu cra::il 0£ the
thunder, and wondered how long it would be before the
four stmnger youths would be asleep.

i
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They were smart enough not to make any premature alarm and consternation that they could not move, and
- move; and they waited more than two hours before doing although the light from the lightning flash had lasted only
r anything. Indeed, it was nearly thr~e hours from the an 'instant, and they could have done so as well as not,
E time Dick and his three comrades had lain down before they made. no move toward drawing weapons. Finally one
the six men made a move. Then the leader began rolling found his voice, however, and he said, growlingly :
~ over and over, slowly and carefully1 and gradually he ap"Whut in blazes hev ye done ter Jim? Ef ye've killed
proached the point where Dick lay. H e did not make any 'im we'll make ye wush't ye hedn't E'
" noise to speak of-indeed, he would hardly have been heard
"No threats, please," said Dick,, calmly ; "your friend
had there been no disturbing noise to interfere, but with Jim isn't dead. I simply choked him till he lost unconthe rain rattling on the roof and the thunder roaring it .sciousness. He will be all right in· a few minute~ . If I had
would have been impossible to hear him had he made killed him, however, you could not have said other fhan
three times the noise that he did.
that I did right, for he approached me stealthily, and for
Dick, however, was aware of what was going on. He all I know was intending to kill me."
was watching through his eyelashes and the lightning
"No, he wuzn't."
L
fl.ashes came often enough so that he could see the progress
"What did he do it for, then?"
made by his enemy.
"He wanted to see if ye wuz ersleep."
He managed to waken Bob, who woke ·Mark, who in turn
"Why did he wish to learn that? What difference did
woke Sam, and all four were on the alert. The three last- it make?"
named drew pistols and cocked them, but Dick did not.
"Waal, he jes' kinder wanted ter know, thet wuz all,
He was going to give the man a taste of the iron grip of an'--"
his sinewy fingers.
"If we had been asleep I suppose you would have s~t
Closer and closer came the man, Dick keeping watch of· upon us and either killed us or robbed us, eh?"
him by the light of the lightning flashes, and the fellow
"No, we wouldn' hev done ennythin' uv ther kin'," was
would soon be within reach.
the sullen reply.
Closer and closer, and at last the man was right beside
"That will do to tell," said Dick, sarcasticall¥; "I have
Dick. rrhe youth feigned sleep, and saw the fellow lift my own opinion in regard to the matter."
his head and listen to the breathing of the four. Then
"Waal, uv course we kain't he'p whut ye think."
as the darkness came, succeeding the brilliant light of the
"No, you can't, that's a fact. And now, let me give
lightning, the youth suddenly reached up and grasped the you a piece of advice: Don't
try any more tricks, to-night,
fellow by the throat. Dick·had carefully taken note of the for you can't succeed; and I
give ;rou my word that the
position of the fellow's neck, and did not miss his grasp.
next time we will not hold ou:r hands but will open fire.
There was a gasping gurgle as the fellow tried to utter We are all good shots, and I
will wager t hat by the time
a cry of alarm and consternation, but only DiCk heard, it. we have fired a couple of round~ there won't be any
The five men at the opposite side of the room knew nothing among you who will be in a
condition for doing any walkof whnt had occurred, and as the next flash of lightning ing for a while!"
·
was somewhat longer delayed than many of the former
"We don' illtend_ ter try ter do nothin'."
ones, the man had been choked into insensibility when the
"All right; I am glad to hear that."
fl.ash came. More, the youths were sitting up, with cocked
The man Dick had choked into insensibility was begin~
and leveled pistols in their hands, and this was the startling
ning to stir, now, and he was soon able to sit up. A flash
r sight that met the gaze of the five, who uttered exclama- of lightning made it possible for Dick to see him, and for
tions of amazement. and consternation.
him to see the four youths, and he understood that his
"Don't try to draw weapons," said Dick; "if you do, or
plan had been a failure.
make an attack, we will kill you as we would mad dogs!"
"Now, crawl back to your side of the room and stay
there!" said Dick, ~ternly. "Don't venture over here
again; for if you do there will be trouble !"
CHAPTER IV.
"I-I-won't cum over ter this side uv ther room
A ·rHREE-CORNERED AFFAIR . .
erg'in," stammered the man, and he hastened to return to
To say that the five men were taken aback is stating where his comrades were seated.
the case mildly. They were so paralyzed with amazement,
"What were you going to do, anyway?" asked Dick.
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"Nuthin'," was ihe reply, in · a sullen tone.
"Yes, thafs who it was," said Sam.
"I am afraid that you are not telling the strict truth,"
"Probably ihey wished to come in to get out
said Dick.
storm," said Mark.
"Yes, I am."
"Quite likely,'' from Dick.
_,,.
"Yes, he is, Dick!" said Bob, sarcastically. "He is tellJust then there was a 1011c1 rapping on the door and n i
ing the truth-oYer the left."
loud, hoarse Yoice ealled out: "Say, ye fellers, in theer !"
· "Say, put up then1 theer pistils, ye fellers," said the
"Well, what is it?" asked Dick.
leader of the six; "they mought go off, ye lmow, an' hurt
"I wante1· ax ye kin we cum in?"
some uv us fellers.'{
"Why do yon wish to come in?"
"Ter git outer ther storm."
"Yes; and if we put them up you will get out your
"How many of you are there?"
weapons," said Dick.
I
"Two."
"No, we won't."
"You are sure that's all?"
"We will lay the weaJilons down close beside us," said
"Yas."
the youth; "and then, if you attempt to get your pistols
"Oh, all right; you may come in, then. But you must
out we will see you and fill you full of holes."
promise to behave yourselves."
"Ye needn' worry; we don't dra \rer no pistils."
DicR made up his mind that the fellow spoke the truth,
"We'll do thet."
and so he told the boys to lower their weapons. "Keep
"Come in, then, and see that you do bebaYe."
them handy, thou~h, so that in case those fellows try any
The y~l1ths heard the door open, followed by the!
tricks we will be able to beat them," he said.,
tr,ampling of feet on the floor. 'l'hen there came a fl.ash
•
"All right," said Bob; "we'll beat them, you may be of lightning which illumined the interior of the cabin,
sure, if they attempt any tricks."
and the two newcomers saw the six men at lhe farther
,Just then a noise was heard oui:si<le. It sounded like end of the room.
human voice. The rain had lessened so that there wa
The spokesman of the two, and the leader of the six
not so m~1ch noise, and the new sound was heard quite recognized each other, and simultaneous exclamations :SpJainly.
caped their lips.
/

a

"What was that?'' said Bob.
"It sounded like some one speaking to some one else in
a cautious voice," replied Dick.
"You are right-there it is again! There i.s somebody
outside, as sure as you live!"
"This. is getting too interesting, altogether," said Dick;
"I don't fancy havi:dg so many strangers about."
"Neither '1.o I; perhaps they are seeking shelter from
the storm the same as we did."
"Perhaps so. We shall soon know, likely."
The six men at the other end of the room had heard
the Yoice, too, and were listening intently in an effort to
fathom the· meaning of it.
Suddenly there came anotheT fl.ash of lightning and Dick
and his commdes saw that the front door was partly open;
and in the opening stood a roughly dressed man.
The youths drew up the muzzles of their pistols and
covered the fellow, and with a yell he leaped back, slamming the door as be did so. At the same instant the light
from the fl.ash disappeared and all was dark again.
"It was one of the two fellow s we saw up the road this
evening!" said Bob.
"I belieYe you ar'= right," a~reed Dick.

"Jack Grumm !"
"Bill Burke!"
Then the leader of the six made 11. motion toward drawing a pistol, and the two ncW"comers, giving vent to a
simultaneous yell of fear, turned and leaped toward the
cloor through which they had just come. At the same
instant the light of the lightning fl.ash went out and all
was darh."lless.

The scrambling as of men in a hurry was heard and
ihc;i the door slammed and only the patter of the rain
:rnd the rumble of tliunder could be Jieard.
"Waal, blame his hide, et's lucky fur 'im he- got outer.
heer so quick!" said the leader of the six. ·"I'd er put
er bullet ·through 'im in anuther minnet !"
"Who and what are those two fellows?" asked Dick.
1
"Er couple uv ther onriest critters this side uv sundown," was the reply; " 'speslrnlly thet theer Bill Burke.
He's er reg'lar no 'count hoss theef uv er Skinner, be is !'1
"Oh, that's who and what they are, eh?" remarked
Dick, aloud.
f
"Yas."
1
'ro himself Dick 1;aid: "Then you follows are Cowboy,
as I more than half suspeded."
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Dick remembered that he had heard the names, J ack
Grumm and Bill Burke, spoken of as belonging to the
leaders of the Skinners and Cowboys of the neutral grounds.
He had not supposed there wns bad blood between them,
as they worked on simil_a r lines, robbing anybody and
everybody that they dared rob. Still, Dick knew that

horses in and gave 1.hem feed. Then they emerged and
joined the farmer, who had just finished milking.
"Oum right erlong ter ther house," imited the man;
"N ancy'll hev breakfas' in er few minuets, though she'll
hev ter cook an extry rashun of bacon, an' make sum more
coffee."

two of a trade seldom agreed, and it was only natural,
after all, that they should be enemies.
Feeling sure, now, that the six would not attempt to
attack them, the "Liberty Boys" composed themselves for
sleep, Bob taking the turn of staying awake and keeping
a lookout to see that the enemy did not steal a march on
them.

They entered the house in company with the host, who
gave orders for extra food to be cooked for the -strangers,
and then, seated in the sitting-room, the £?ur waited and
con1ersed with the farmer.
The man was quite a talker, and brought up the subject of Arnold·s 'treason. "I dunno which side ye fellers

Mark and Sam were each awakened in their turn, and
kept watch for a like period as Dick and Bob had done.
No mo.ve was made by the Cowboys, and when the faint
I
light of early dawn crept in under the door the youths got
up, rolled up their blankets and stole out of the cabin
without awakening the six men, who were slumbering
Leavily.

air on," he said, "but I take et ye air fa'r an' hones' mep.,
an' I don' min' sayin' ez how I think thet hangin' is too
'
good fur thet thar traitor, Arnold!"
"I don't know but you are r ight about that," said Dick.
"I'm shore I am."
"We agree with you," said Bob.
"I'm glad u v ct. Waal, I hope ther patriots'll succeed in gittin' bolt uv thet traitor. E£ he kin be ketched
and brung back an' hung, et'll be er &ood thing, fur then
et hain't likely thet enny more £ellers'd wanter try enny
'
sech game."

The youths mounted their horses and rode away, intending to keep on till they reached a farmhouse, as they
were ehilly ~nd wished some hot coffee for breakfast.
They had gone but a short distance when they heard the
"I don't think there is rnltch danger of that, anyway,'
sound of p~stol shots from the direction of the cabin, said Dick; ~'but I hope Arnold '~ill be caught and tal~en
followed by loud yelling.
back and punished as he deserves to be."
"What does that mean?" asked Sam.
"An' so do l - \Yaal, breakfas' is reddy. Cum erlong
"I'll tell you what I think it means," said Dick : "Bill an' we kin tork cz we eat."
The youths were lmngry and ate heartily of the bread
J3urke has returned to the cabin with reinforcements and
and bacon, ancl drank the strong coffee witll. a relish. When
has attacked Jack Grumm and his gang."
they bad finished they felt strengthened for the work ahe(ld
"That's about it, I'll wager!" said Mark.
"Well, let them fight it out," said Bob; "it's a game of them. They offered to pay for their breakfast and the
of dog eat dog."
feed for J:he horses, but the far mer would not hear of it.
"We got away just in time," said Sam.
"Yes," agreed Dick; "if we had been five minutes longer
we would have been in the fight."
"W<!U, it's lucky for Burke and his gang we got ~way,"
said Bob, with calm confidence.
The youths rode onward for an hour, and then came
to a farmhouse. A man wus out in the barnyard, milking,
and Dick called to him and asked if they could be accommodated with breakfast.
· " Reckon ye kin, e£ ye hain't. over purtickler whut ye
eals," wa- the reply.

"Ef ~-e wuz redcoats er_Tories, er Cowboys, I'd make ye
pay," he said; "but I know £rum whut ye hev said, an'
frum yer looks, thet ye air patriots, an' ye air welcum ter
breakfas' an' feed fur yer hosses."
'"rhank ·you very much," i;;aid Dick: "you are right, we
are patriots."

"I knowed et!"
The youths went to the stable, and bridling and saddling
their horses led them forth and mounted.
·"Good-by," said ·Dick; "I hope that you wiil ne1er be
robbed by the Cowboys or Skinners."
" We are not at all particular. I suppose we can. have
"I hope so; waal, good-by, an' good luck ter ye, boys ;
feed for the horses, also?"
:.m' e£ ever ye air passin' this way jcs· stop an' take er
"Oh, yas; theer's pienty of hay an' corn. Bring ther meal, er stay over night with me."
hcsses ler th er stable."
"'I' hank yo'u; we will do so."
the
led
dismounting,
.and,
stable,
the
to
rode
The youths
Then the youth· rode a.way. They rode at a moderate
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gait all day, stopping at a farmhouse £or dinner and at great cause, and would trail Arnold, the traitor, and ca
still another for supper, and were so fortunate as to find ture him, i£ such a thing was possible.
patriot households each time.
.
The house where they stopped for supper was within
- - half a mile 0£ the Harlem River, which marks the northern
end of :Manhattan I sland, and after they had eaten and
CHAPTER V.
were sitting out on the piazza waiting. for darkness to
settle over all, Dick told his comrades that be had de'.l'RAILING ARNOLD .
cided to go down into the city alone, first, on a reconnoitring exRedition.
It was a ride of but a fe w minutes to the Harlem Rive
"One person will be less likely to attract attention than and as Dick rode across the bridge and off onto the gro
four," be said; " and when I have learned where Arnold on the Manhattan I sland oidc, he wa~ challenged.
is I will return and we will lay our plans for making the "Halt! Who comes there?"
attempt to capture him."
·
"A friend," replied Dick.
"Just a~ you say, Dick," aid Bob; "I'd like to go along,. "Advance, friend, and give the countersign. "
but i£ you think it best to go alone, all right. We'll stay
Dick rode fo rward. "I don't know ·any countersig~
here and will be ready to make the attempt whenever you he said, pausing near where the sentinel stood, the di
say so."
outline 0£ his form being faintly visible.
"All right,. Bob. This will be a good place for us tc•
'·Oh, you don't know the countersign, eh ?''
bave' our 1eaL1quarters while enga ged upon this work."
"Ro."
"So it will,n agreed Bob; "it suits me Letter than camp"How _do I know you are a fr ;u . . u., then ?"
ing ,in the timber, anq judging' by the way Sam, here, wa::.
"I don't know. I guess you will have t o take my wo
making e~es at that .pretty girl at the supper-table, I think for it."
i t will suit him a great deal better."
"Men's words are not worth much these days, yo
1'
"Oh, you go 'long!" .said Sam, blushing sokewhat. "I fellow."
wasn't making eyes at the girl."
"Perhaps not, as a general thing."
"That's all right; I saw you, Sammy," grinned Bob.
"No; their words are not to be relied upon.
"But there isn't any need of flushing up over it. I don't are you, anyway?"
blame you, and if it wasn't for the £act that I have a
"I am from Samuel Scoville's."
sweetheart already I'd make e~res at her, myself!"
Samuel Scoville was, as Dick had been informed
Esther Longton, the girl in question, who was the Mr. Longton, one of the most prominent Tories in th
daughter 0£ the youths' host, was indeed a beautiful gi.rl, part of the country. He had re.ndered aid and given ·
and Sam had gazed at her admiringly; and Bob, 'who had formation to the British to such an ext ent that he h
sharp eyes and saw all that was going on, ·b ad noticed it. earned their good opinion; and to say that one was fro
Mr. Longton came out onto the piazza, just then, and 8coville's place was to find oneself passed along witho
Dick told him as much as he thought it necessary he question, the name being as good as the countersign.
should know, and asked i£ his companions might remain Mr. Longton had said, and Dick was making use of t
at the farmhouse while he went down into the city on a information thus given and would see how it worked.
I
'
reconnoitring expedition.
"Oh, you are from Scoville's ?" the sentinel exclaime
"Ce!'tainly they may remain-just as long as they like," more than asked.
was the hearty reply. "I am a strong patriot, and any- · "Yes."
thing that I can do to help the good cause along, will be
"Where are you going ?" 1
cheerfully done."
"On to the city•."
"What £or?"
" Thank you," said Dick.
"For some medicine."
He waited till it was as dark as it would be that night,
"For some medicine, eh?"
and then mounting ·h is horse he rode away. The brave
"Ye~ . "
"Liberty Boy" was taking great chances in thus venturing
" Who for?"
into the enemy's lines, bu t he did not hesitate. He was
"For Mr. Scoville.:'
playing the part 0£ a slet1th-hound, in the interests 0£ the
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"What does it mean, I \yonder?" remarked Dick, and
1.he man at his left side said:
\
"I don't know; but I think I'll wait here ancl see."
"Bad?"
"Perhaps the British have made an important capture,"
"Well, no, not so very bad, I guess."
The sentinel was silent a fe,~ moments, and then said: said another bystander.
":M:aybe it'ii! Arnold coming," suggested a third.
"All right; you may pass on."
· Dick had thought of this, himself, and he hoped it was
"Thank you," said Dick, and then ,he rode onward.
b;ue. He decided to try to find out if any of the men knew
An hour ancl a half later Dick came to a stop at a point
anything about Arnold, and so said: "Arnold ! Who is
quarter of a mile north of what is now City Hall Park,
Arnold?"
'1i ut which was at that time known as the Common.
"Why, the American who turned traitor ancl came down
td He had approached by what was known as the Bowery
to New York yesterday," replied one. "Hadn't ye heard
ane, an<l on both sides of the road was a heavy growth of
about et?"
•oung trees, with considerable underbrush, and this would
"No," replied Dick. "So he's a traitor, is he?" . •
urnish a good hiding place for the horse.
"Yes, a traitor to the Americans, but a friend to the
Dismounting, Dick led the animal back from the road
British."
' ' ar enough so that a passerby would not be likely to de"And you say he came down to New York yesterday?"
m ect its presence, and, tying the horse to a tree, made his
"Yes."
ay back to the road and walked onward to and across the
"He is staying here at the British headquarters, I supommon.
pose?"
He entered Broadway at the po~nt where it intersected
"I don't know about that; if this is him coming, though,
he Common, and made his way down the street.. As he
I should say that he isn't stayin' here. If he was he
r
alked along Dick was debating with himself what should
wouldn't e coming."
e his course of action. Where should he go first? Where
"That's so."
vould he be most likely to find Arnold? Where would
"We'll soon know whether it is him, or not."
e be most likely to get on the trail of the traitor?
"Do you know him when you see him?" asked Dick.
After some consideration the youth decided to go, first,
"Yes; that is, I saw 'im yesterday, an' I'll know 'im if
h
o the British headquarters. He thought it possible that I see 'im again."
rnold would be there. "At any rate," he said to himThe crowd was close at hand, now, and the attention
elf, "I may hear something that will be of interest at of all was turned in that direction .. Quite a number had
eadquarters."
paused, and there was a little crowd gathered in the vicinity
Dick had be<:Ll in the city more than once since it had of Dick, waiting to see what the excitement was about.
ome under the control of the British, and knew the way . As the approaching crewel came nearer, the words of the
o headquarters. This being the case he had no difficulty in members could be clistinguishecl, and the name of Arnold
nding his way there, and twev ty minutes later he was was heard, again and again.
tanding near the front entrance- of the building, watchJust ahead of the main bo.dy came a score of British
ng the doorway eagerly, but in such a manner as not soldiers. They were marching in the hollow square formao draw attention to himself. ·
tion, and in the hollow was a man dressed in citizen's

)

"Oh, is he sick?"
"Yes."

Redcoats-officers and common soldiers-were going to
nd coming from headquarters almost constantly, and
ick was in hopes that h~ might get sight of Arnold and
e enabled to track him to his stopping place.
Dick had been standing there perhaps fifteen minutes
hen he heard the sound of voices and the trampling of
eet, and looking up the street he saw a great crowd comg. Several men stopped near Dick and were looking at
e approaching crowd, which was tolerably plain tp be
en in the light thrown out by the lamps at the street
mers.

I

'clothes. The man limped as he walked, and he kept turning his head and looking first one way and then another,
as if fearing an enemy might appear at any moment. Dick
recognized this man as being Benedict Arnold, the traitor,
and his heart swelled with indignation as he watched the
man who had plotted to strike a death-blow to the cause
?f Liberty in such a cold-blooded, heartless manner . . ·
"Ah, Benedict Arnold, if I can, only get hold of you
and get you back to West ,Point," thought Dick, "you
will pay dearly for your dastardly work!"
"That's him-that's Arnold!" cried the man who had
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said that he had seen the traitor the day before. "That's standing there, Dick made his way onward il little way, b
stepped aside and disappeared from sight amid some t
"Arnold! Arnold!"' went up, again and again, from the weeds which grew on the vacant lot.
lips of the excited people who were following the soldiers.
He made his way along till he was ernn with the rej
Fearing that his face might be seen and recognized by end of the buildin'g in which Arnold was quartered, a\
. the traitor, who knew him well, Dick kept his face averted then he paused, and, leaning against the fence, took
while the soldiers were passing.
survey of f1is surroundings.
liim in the hollow -square!"

Arnold was escorted to and into the building occupied
bv General Clinton as headqiiarters, and then the crowd
stopped; and while a portion of it remained, the men
standing around and talking of Arnold, the rest dispersed.
Dick took his plae:e alongside a young fellow and asked
11im if he kne\\· where Arnold was stopping.
"No," was the reply; "but it must be quite a ways up
.toward the north end of the city. I came with the crowd
only four blocks."
Dick circulated among the members of the crowd and
Dsked quite a number if they knew where Arnold was quar.
\
tered, but none seemed to know. Presently he gave up
the task of trying to find out in this manner, as he feared
he might cause suspicion to become centred on him.
"I'll just stay here and wait till he comes out again,"
said Dick to himself, "and then I will follmv him, and
l.n thai. way can trail him to his stopping place. I have
been very lucky as it is, for I hardly expected to get a
.sight of him."
Dick was glad to see that a goodly number of men
-remained on hand, held, undoubtedly, by curiosity to see
.the traitor when he should come forth . 'rhis made it easier
for the youth to remain on the scene without attracting
.attention .or exciting suspicion.
It was nearly two hours later before Arnold ab<Tain put
in an appe~rance, and then he emerged, escorted by the
1.J~dy of British soldiers. As before, they took the middle
of the street and Arnold walked ill the hollo"· square.
The crowd fell in behind and followed, and Dick was in
the front ranks. "I think I am in luck, this time," he
said to himself; "I will soon know where he is staying."
Onward the soldiers, with Arnold in their midst, moved,
and after them moved the crowd of cuiosity seekers. At
last the soldiers came to a stop in front of a buil0.ing, which
Arnold entered. Two of the soldiers entered with the
traitor, but the rest took their departure, making their way
back down the street.
Dick took a careful survey ·of the building, and noted
that it was the last on~ on that side of the street. There
.
was a vacant lot beyond, to the north, and then beyond
1.hat was the Common.
The crowd now dispersed, and not wishing to remain

"I believe I will 1 reconnoitre a bit," thought Dick; '·
I can gain a good knowledge of the lay of the land, so ·
Fpeak, while I am here to-night, then when the boys con
w!th ll1e \re will lmo'v just what i.o do."
Dick stole fonrard and was soon standing at the r
of the house. He felt his way along-for it• was vef
dark-aml prc$ently foun~ what he was searching fJ!
and .had hoped he would find-tl1e cellarway.
I:'
He opened one of the double doors and made his w1\\'
cautiously down the short fiighl of stone steps, lowerif
the door down oYer him. as he went. On reaching t\
bottom he felt around till he found the latch of the d
"·hich opened into the cellar. Ile pressed down on tr'
1
latch and pushed against the door, and, to his surpr/
i ! opened. He had ~ot expected this, but was pleasl
nevertheless, and felt that his lucky stat was in the a11
eendant.
.

I

He did not wtsh to take any more cliances than w1
I'\
necessary, however, and so he stood perfectly still a
listen~d for nearly a minute. He did not hear a sou
and finally made up his mind that he ""ould be safe b
going ahead with his work. Ile had fcare<l that thef
~light be some one in the cellar, but finally decided tlut
the door had been left lmboHcd by accident.
Ile stole forward, and, feeling his wav, he crossed ti°
~
"
. e
e:cllar. Ile felt around, ancl fiually located the steps whi(
.o
led up to i.he first floor.
Dick put in two hOUf'S, at least, in making his
through the house. It was a three-story building,

01

ll t

· Having found out all that he could, and fearing that .
llll
might be discoYered if he lingered too long, Dick deciil ,
'be.
to take his departure. :S:e at once made his way do
stairs and then down into the cellar.
Im
He crossed the cellar, going slowly, and feeling I
~a
way, and at last reached the door. He lifted the latch l\hi
pulfed at the door, but it did not come open. The yolfrc
was surprised .and not a little startled.
r.·a

1
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the youth was pushed through the doorway, and into the
room beyond. His captors followed and the door was
closed again.
'
Then Dick heard a peculiar click,. click, which he knew
1
was made by the striking of flint aglinst steel, and a few
_
moments later a candle was burning.
Dick took a look at his capi.ors to see what sort of look\
ing fellows they were, and he was surprised to find each
OH~PTER VI.
and every man had a mask on.
"Who are you fellows?" Dick asked.
DlCK'S CAPTURE AND ' ESCAPE.
There was a cho111s of mocking laughter. "Don't you
wish you knew?" said one, mockingly.
A few moments' reflection told Dick that there was no
r
"Certainly; if I hadn't wanted to know I wouldn •t have
)robability that the person who had bolted the door susl
asked."
Jected his presence. It was probably one of the servants
"Well, we'll tell y0u-perhaps," was the reply. "I think
·ho had bolted the door in the course of his regular work,
it
is our place to do the questioning. Who are you?"
nd thought nothing about the matter.
"A man."
Dick was strengthened in this view of the case by the
"Ha! ha! ha!" mockingly. "A man, eh?"
act that he did li0t hear anything to indicate that' there
"Yes."
rns any one in the cellar, ancl so l'le proceeded to 1mbolt
"I'd
call you a boy."
he door. Of course, he was careful to make as little noise
s
"Very well; as you will. It doesn't matter.'¥
, s possible, ancl when he had fini~ed he. listened again for
"What
is your uame ?" sternly.
1early a minute; but not ha¥ing heard any suspicious
l
"Clinton."
ound; he then quietly opened the door and stepped out
"Clinton?"
·nto the cellarway. Closing the cellar door he made his
"Yes--General Clinton."
·ay to the steps, opened th~ outer door, and was soon in
There were laughs from some of the masked men and
he back yard.
grnw
ls of anger. from the others.
He lost no time in getting away from there as he feared
(
"Say, you are altogether too Bmart, young man!" growl1e might be seen, nnd he had had such good luck so far
ed
the man who had clone the talking so far.
hat he did not wish to have it spoiled at the last moment.
"You
\hink so?" coolly.
He reached the street, however, and was soon on the
"Yes, I do!"
ommon. He crossed the Common and entered the Bow"Well, I don't."
ry Lane and proGeeded northward at a rapid pace. He
"I
suppose not; but you are, just the same. And now
~oon reached the point where he had led his horse into the
oushcs, and, turning aside, he made his way to where the I want to know who you are."
"Well, I will tell you: I am a hired man, who works for
i· mimal was tied.
Scarcely had he reached the spot before he found him- M:r. Scoville, and he lives, a:3 you may know, about a mile
·lf seized by a .dozen strong bands. He uttered an ex- and a half north of the Harlem River."
r clarnation of astonishment and consternation, and began
"I know M:r. Scoville, yes; and I knovf wher@ he lives.
You say you work for him?"
truggling fiercely.
"'Yes."
It was no use, however; his assailants outnui:nbered him
"What are you doing i'n New York at this time ·of the
t least six to one, and he was powerless. In less than a

L

'·Jove! the door' is bolted!" he said to himself. "Someody has been here and bolted. it since I came in. I do
rondcr if the person knew I had entered?"
Dick stood perfectly still and listened intently for more
ban a minute.

15

ninute he was a prisoner, with his hands bound together night, then?"
hind his back.
"I came to the city on bus~ness ~or l\fr. Sao ville."
"Ah, you did?"
''Xow, bring him along, boys," said one, and Dick was
ustled along. They cros~ed Bowery La.ne and made their
ay toward the East River. When tbey had gone in
·s direction for a few minutes they came to a stop in
ont of what Dick was sure was a small shanty. There
as a fumbling at the door and then a door creaked and

"Yes."'
"What was the business?"
"I cannot te11 you."
"Yon mean yon will not?"
"Hnve it that way, if you like."
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"Very well; but you must tell us what that business
"We don't mean to let you escape."
was."
"I would not try to esc&pe;anyway; that would be
"It was private business of my employer's, and I can't less and foolish."
tell."
"We would be foolish to give you any chance."
"All r,ight, if you' won't tell we shall be obliged to keep
The leader then spoke to three of the men, and told the
you a prisoner here till morning."
to come with hi.m while the other two remained to k
watch over Dick. When the four were gone Dick asked t
"Then what?"
two who remained behind to loosen the rope binding
"Then we will take you before General Clinton."
arms.
' "Why do that?"
"Because you are a suspicious character."
"It is cutting -into my flesh, and hurts like everythin
"I am not."
be said.
"Yon are, or you would ·answer my questions."
The two looked at each other. "I don't know whet
"I would answer if it was my business I was here upon. I ought to clo it or not," said one. "What do you think
But it isn't. :My employer said very particularly that I
"I don't know," was the reply.
was not to say a word to anyone regarding my ?usiness."
"You don't wish to torture a fellow, do you?"
"Well, you will admit that that has a suspicious look." Dick.
"It mi crht have, were it not for the fact that Mr. Scoville
'~o, of course "·e don't want to do that."
io well k~wn to be one of the strongest loyalists in this
"Then loosen the rope sufficient so that it won't
pc.rt of the country."
me so bad."
"I know he claims to be."
The t\\'o discussed the matter for a few minutes a
"B:e is."
finally decided tl1at the.i:e could not be much danger i
"'We can't be positive of it."
doing as Dick requested. They then loosened the ro
"Well, I shonlGl think you would be by this time. He binding the prisoner's wristsl and Dick was careful
h:i.s time and agai.n given the British information regard- swell up his wrists all he could and hold them in such
ing the movements of the rebels, and has given aid in many manner that the rope could be worked off in a few minut
other ways. What more do yon want?"
Dick reckoned that the two men would grow sleepl
"A man could do all that Mr. Scoville ha~ done, and sooner or later, ancl that then he might stand a chance
still be a rebel."
freeing himself from his bonds and making his escape.
"I can't understand how that could be possible."
The young "Liberty Boy" was a shrewd youth.·
"It is quite within the bounds of possibility. He might knew that so long as he was wide awake the two m
have done what he has for the British for a blind, and .be would be wide awake also and on their guard; but i
doing ten times as much for the rebels."
they thougfit he was asl.eep their vigilance would rel
"'I am sure you don't believe that."
and they would themselves become drowsy and WO
"I won't say that I believe it; but it is not impossible." eventually go to sleep.
"No, it isn't impossible, of course; but it is highly imActing upon this belief the youth pretended to go
probable."
sleep,
and half an hour from the time the two had loosen
,
"Then you won't tell what business you have been en- the ropes binding his arms he was to all appearances so
asleep.
gaged upon?"
"No."
It worked as he thought it would. The guards, see·
"All right .; we will hold you here a prisoner till morn- the prisoner was, as they thought, asleep, relaxed th
ing and will then take you before the commander-in-chief vigilance. They took a drink out of their canteens, ai
and let him settle with you.".
then another and still another. This stimulated te~
"You are making a. mistake in doing so."
porarily, and they talked and laughed, and even sang a bi
\
"I'll risk it."
but presently the e:fiects of the liquor died out and 1
Then the leader ordered that Dick's ankles be bound. the two men droswy and semi-stupefied.
When this had been done he was lifted and placed on a rude
Dick was watching them closely and as soon as he s~
bunk at one side of the room,
the condition they were in he began working at the r
"There is no need of tying me up in this fashion," saicl which bound his wrists. It took him not more than
Dick. "What do you mean, anyway?"
minutes to get his wrists free and then he lay still a
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\'ailed for the two to go to sleep, as he was sure they the other two, they having got a later start owing to their
mishap.
He was right; half an liour later the two were sound
asleep. It was Diick's opportunity, and he lost no time
in improving it. Ile quickly untied the rope binding his
ankles and stepped out onto the floor. He made his way
to the door and just as ·he reached it he heard the_sound of
oiees.

e

~e

t

h

Dick was a fast ri;mner and gradually drew away from
his pursuers. He reached Bowery Lane, crossed it and
plunged into the timber beyond. As it happened, he had
struck the road at just the right point, and a minute later
he had reached the place where l~is horse had been left.
The animal was still there, and Dick untied the halter

"The others are coming back!" he said to himself, in strap and led the horse away, going toward the road, but
g, dismay. "Jave ! am I to be caught and kept from escap- diagonally, in order to avoid meeting his pursuers.
ing, after all?"
The me~ crashed past, within fifty feet of the youth,
He decided to not let

.')

it

be this way, if he could help
it, and he hastened to blpw out the light. In the darkness they would be unable to see that he was not lying ori
lhe bunk, a prisoner, and he thought he might be able to
make his escnpe before a knowledge of the situation had
been gained.

Having blown out the light, Dick leaped back to the
door and was ensconced pa1:tially behind it when it came
. open, pushed back by the newcomers, who were the leader
1 of the party and his three comrades, as Dick had suspected.

e

Iel

n

r

ei
h

a

"Ho, Diak! Bill!" roared the voice of the leader.
"Where are you? What are you sitting in the clark for?"
The two men in question were so sound asleep that they
were not awakened by this, but it caused them to stir and
mutter.

but it was so dark they could not se_e him and they were
making so much noise themsekes that they could not
hear him. The result was that Dick reached the road,
mounted and was riding away by the time his enemies
reached the point where the "horse had been.
A chorus of wild yells of anger and disappointment
which went up from the point where the horse had been
apprisecl Dick of the fact that the men had reached it and
discoYcred that the animal was missing .
"They know now that I ha>e escaped," thought the
youth; "but the knowle~ge will do them no good. I am
mounted and have a good start, and as they have no hornP~
Lbe:y will be unable to 'give pursuit."
Dick roc1e onward at a gallop and could not help congratulating: himself on ·h is good fortune in making his
escape. "Joye!" he said to himself, "it wa a narrow

escape! It would have been all up 'with me if they had
"Ho, Dick! Bill!" again roared the man. "Where are managed to hold me and had taken me before General
you? What the deuce has happened'? Why are you in Clinton in the morning. He has seen me and would haYe
the dark i' Is the prisoner all right? A1;1swer me!"
recognizecl me, no doubt, and if he had not Arnold would
Dick could tell by the sound that the men had entered have done so and I would have been hanged, sure. The
i.he cabin, and he made up his mind that the time had come traitor would have known I was on his trail and would
for him to make a break for liberty.
have been eager to have me put out of the way."
Onward Dick rode, for more than an hour, and at last
He acted instantly and in stepping around the edge of
was in the vicinity of the Harlem River. He was ju~t wonthe door humped against one 0£ the men.
dering
whether he should attempt to get past the sentinel
"Hello~ what's this? Who arc--" the nian cried, and
was saying when Dick's fist canght him full on the jaw and and cross the bridge, or whether it would be better to turn
' go up or down the stream and swim his horse
knorkecl him against one 0£ his comrades with such force aside and
across, when he was startled by a command to halt.
that both went down. Instantly all was confusion.
"Halt!" cried a fierce mice. "Stop, or you are a dead
"Blazes! who· hit me?" howled the follow Dick had
man!"
f'tnick. "It must have been the prisoner!" he added. ,
"Out and ::tfter him!" :i:oared the leader. "If it is the
prisoner he must not be allowed to escape!"

s
ro

t
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CHAPTER VII.
Dick was now out of the cabin and running with all his
might. He knew the direction he should take to get to
BA.CK AGAIN IX SAFETY.
where hiR horse had been left and he went in that direction.
After him came the four men, strung out in single file, the
Of course, Dick stopped. He did not wish to take any
two who had been knoc;ket1 c101rn being <J.Uile a ways behinr] chance;; of being again captured, true; but neither did
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he wish to run a chance of getting some bullets put through confident that he could reach there and .get out of the w ~}
him.
before his pursuers could get close enough to see wire
"
he was doing.
"Who are you ?" he called out.
"Who am I?"
And he succeeded. He reached the homP. of :Mr. Longt(j "
"Yes."
turned aside and rode back into the timber in the r~ "
"That doesn't matter. It is for me to ask who you are?" of the stable, and, stopping there, waited for the comi• ",,
Dick was doing some rapid thinking. He had an idea of the pursuers.

~'I hope they won 't stop here," thought Dick. "I doriil
tlfe man was a redcoat sentinel and thought he would be
able .to get past him by using the name of the Tory, Sco- want to turn suspicion on :\fr. Longton, anc1 if it i's learm ,
ville, so he said: "I am in the employ of Mr. Scoville, the that he has Tendered aid to patriots and harbored the:n
• 101
loyalist, who lives a mile and a half north of the river. the British will make things · hot for him."
·o
Perhaps you ln1ow ~1im ?"
On came the pursuing horsemen, and when they ca 0 .
"I know of him. .And you say you work for him?" 1
opposite the house they came to a stop. They talked £
"Yes."
a few moments and then Dick heard one say: "No, th:hi
" How happens it; then, that you are coming from the
direction of the city?"
"I have been to the city on business for Mr. Scoville."
" Oh, you have?"
"Yes."
" H ow do I know that is the case?"
"I suppose you will have to take my word for it."
"Men's words are not worth much these times."
"As a general thing, I suppose you are right; but I am
t elling you the truth."

isn't the place. Scoville lives a mile farther o1i.
where he lives, for I was there one day."

I kno

There was some further conversation and then fue
of horses galloping was again heard.

iec

s~ul\J

'·Th&nk goodness, they ha.ve gone on!" thou~ht Did
He waited till. he was sure his enemies had gone, alla
then dismounted and led his horse into the stable and un
bri~le<l. and unsaddled him.
Then tha youth made bi

way to the house a,nd knocked on the door.
"Who is there?" came in the voice of the farmer.
"Well, I don't see any other thing to do than let yol!
"It is I, Dick ~later," the youth replied.
i
p ass."
"All right; I'll let you in in a minuet!"
"That is right."
There was a fumbling noise and then the door opened;i,
" Corne along."
"Come in," the man invited; "your comrades'll be glat
Dick rode forward and passed within a few yards of
I
ter see ye safe back again. They grumbled a good dej\f
iwher e the sentinel stood. "Good night!" the youth said.
·erbout ye goin' ~own inter the city by yourself. "
" Good night," was the reply.
"Where are they?" asked Dick.
T hen Dick rode onward, but had gone only a short.
"Upstairs; I'll show ye the . way as soon as I ba.r th
distance when his quick ear caught the sound of hoofbeats
p
door."
behind him.
"Jove! I believe .I am pursued, after all!'' he thought,
and he urged his horse forward into a gallop.
. A few moments later he heard the sound of loud voices
behind him and knew that the hoiz;emen, ~-l1.0ever they
were, had been halted by the s@tinel.
" I hope he will detain them for a few minutes," thought

The man barred tke door and then lighted a candli. ~Ji
led the way upstairs to the room 1occupied by the othe

"Liberty Boys." It was a large room, with two largt
. double beds in it, ~nd the three youths were so~nd asleep
'l'hey awoke the moment the light of the candle penetrate
into the room, ho~vever, and rose to a sitting posty.re t

Dick ; "if he does so I will be able to reach Mr. Longton's look. at the newcomers.
and get the h0rse secreted, and then I will be safe."
"Hello, it's Dick!" cried Bob, joyously.
Only a few moments had elapsed, however, before the glad you got back alive, old man!"
youth heard loud. yells, and .then the thunder of horses'
hoofs on the bri~e across the Harlem River, and he knew
that the pursuit was on again and hotter than ever, since
the pursuers knew e:sactly where to fook for the fugitive-t ha,t is to say, they knew he was on the road ahead of them.
It was not far to Mr. LongtoJ;J.'s, however, ancl Dic-k :felt

t]

"Say,

nu
t

"Good night!" said Mr. Longton, turning to leave. °"'
"Good night," replied Dick; "but, by the way, Mr. Lonf
ton, I was pursued by some redcoats and they have gon°
on to Mr. Scoville's to look for m€. I told them I was on
of Mr. Scoville's men, you. know; and when they find
deceived them, of a certainty, they may come back here. 1}.
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ra iey knock at the door, pretend to be asleep and don't open
ia he door at all, if you can help it."
"All right, Mr. Slater."
"You say you were pursued, Dick?" cried Bob.
"Yes."
~a
"And they have gone on lo Scoville's ?"
n
"Yes; and they will learn, there, that I was a fraud and
rill likely be back this way before very long."
n'
"Then we .had better put the light out."
"Yes; it won't do to let them see a light here when they
m ome- back. It would ·arouse their suspicions and they
ould not be satisfied till they had looked through the
I

. lllr. Longton then went Lack downstairs and Dick let
he candk burn long enough so that his comrades could
e to dress themselves a"n d then he extinguished the light.
"What luck did you have down in the city, Dick?" asked
Jark Morrison.
".Good luck, Mark."
where Arnold is staying?" asked Bob,

111

"Yes, Bob."
"Did you see him?" asked Sam.
"Yes."
"Jove ! I'll wager you had hard work to keep from puting a bttllet through him!" exclaimed Bob.
"I did feel a bit like cloing omething of the kind, Bob,
ut knew it would not do."
"Xo, of course not; they would have nabbed you, sure,
f you had done anything like that."
"Yes.; and, then, Arn~ld ought to be hanged, anyway.
hooting is too goocl for him."
" o it is;'' agreed Bob; "but I'm afraid I should have
ppered him if I had been within shooting distance of
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"But just "·hat one would expect you to do, old man,"
said Bob.
"Oh, it wasn"t so very dangerous," said Dick, carelessly; "it was worth a great deal more than the danger
amounted to, for now we will know what we are about
when we go down to try to make a capti1·e of Arnold. I
know just how to go, after getting in the house, know
where the traitor's rooms arc and all about it."
"Yes, that will be a great aid to us," said Bob; "and
if H is possible to capture and bring Amold away we shall
be able to do it."
"\Ye will do our best," said Dick; "and then if we fail
we will have nothing to reproach ourselves for."
"'l'hafs right_," said Mark; ','when will \re make the attmnpt to captur~Arnold ?"
"To-monow night."
"Wby n_ot 1.o-night ?" asked Bob, who was always eager
to get to work.
"Because there are too many of our enemies abroad; we
might run into a party and some of us either get captured or killed."
"All right; to-morrow night it is. What if Arnold
changes hi$ quarters to-morro1~·, though?"
"I don't think there is any danger of tlrn t happening."
"Perhaps not."
Dick now went to the window and listened intently.
"Those fellows are likely to be coming back this way at
any time, no1r, '' he said.
"Yes, it won't take them long to go a mile and back
again," . aid Sam.
A few minute:; later the soL{nd of galloping horses came
lo the youths' hearing and Dick said : "They're coming!"
All listened, and when the horsemen "·ere about in
front of the .farmhouse the s.ound of the hoo.fb~a ts suddenly
stopped.

"It is lucky you wasn't along, then, Bob," said Dick.
"I thought so," said Dick, grimly; "they are going to
"I guess you are right, Dick. It was lucky for both intervie"· 1\Ir. Longton."
·
"Tell us all about your trip, Dick," said Sam.
"All right, Sam." Then Dick went ahead and told
hem how be had seen Arnold come clown to head.quarters
dcr escort, and how he bad returned and had been
ailed to the house in the northern part of the city.
When Dick told how he had entered the house and gone
l through it, exclamations of admiration escaped the lipEi
his hearers.
"Say, you are a good one!" said Sam.
''That was a daring and dangerous thing to do!" said

ark.

a How many do yolil suppose there are of them, Dick?"
asked 11Iark.
"I don't think there are more than four."
"Then. we have nothing to fear from them."
"Of course not," mid Bob; "let's go downstairs and go
out and put them to .flight; Dick."
"Xo, no, Bob! You see, we don't want the redcoats to
know that :Jir. Longton has harb.ored us. It would be bad
for him and '1'0tilc1 make it impossible for us to use his
house for our stopping place."
"Then let's don't go down," said Sam, promptly.
"I thought Sam would say eomething like that!"
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chuckled Bob. "He doesn't want to have to go away from
Esther any quicker than is absolutely necessary-and I
don't blame him!"
"We don't want the redcoats to learn that we are here,
i.f we can help it," said Dick; "but, of course, if they force
an entrance and search the house they will find us and we
will have to give them a fight, then."
"There they are ~t the door!"' said Sam, as a loud
knocking was heard at the front door.
All listened intently, but heard no morn below. Mr.
Longton, although awake, was doing as Dick had told
him and made no response to the imperious summons.
After a few moments of silence the knocking was repeated and a loud voice called out : "Hello, in there !
H ello!"
Even this brought no response, and after waiting a
few moments the knocking was again repeated and the
voice called out: 1'Wake "lip! Wake up! You must be
sleeping mighty sound!"
:M:r. Longton maintained silence, and it was evident
ihat the men outside were becoming angry and impatient.
Again the leader pounded on the door and then he yelled
out : "Open the door or we will break it clown!"
J\Ir. Longton now thought it best to take notice of the
men, and he went to the door and called out: "Who is
th ere ? What clo you want?"
"We want JOU to open th!'! door!"
"Why do ye want me ter open the door ?"
"We wish to speak to you."
"You can speak to me as well with the door shut."
•
"No, no! Open it!"
"I am sorry, sir, but I must refuse."
"Why do you refuse?"
"For the reason that I don't know who you are."
"It doesn't make any difference whether you know or
not."
"It makes consider'ble diff'rence ter me. "
"I don't see why it should."
"Well, e.t's plain enuff, I think. How' dcl'l know thet you
hain't robbers?"
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"Oh, no; the redcoats, ez ye call ' em, hain' t never b
ered me."
"The Cowboys, then-the fellows who are in sympa u
with the British and go around robbing patriot famili
/
"No, the Cowboys hain't never bothered me, either." '
"They haven't?"
"No; but the Skinners hev. I'm ~fraid that you fell
are Skinners."
"No, we are not."
"Of course, you 'rnuld say so. "

"It's a fact."
' I don' know et."
"That's so; you cannot know that' such is the ca
\\ell, answer me a few questions, t hen."
"Go ahead ; I'll tlq et, ii I can."
"Have you anybody stopping with you bebides yo
own family?"
"No, nobuddy."
"Did anyone come here within the past half hour• a
ask for admittance?"
"No; ef they did I didn' know et, fur I've be·n asl
fur hours, an' didn' 'wake till ye cum an' thumped
my door."

"All right; that'll do, l\fr.-what is your name?"
" I1ongton."
" All right, Mr. Longton. Good night."
"Good night "
Then footsteps were heard as the men walked down t
path t o the road, and then a few moments later the clatt
oI horses' hoois sounded. The redcoats who had pursu
Dick had given up 1.he search and were returning to X
York.

..

CHAPTER VIII.
THE "LIBERTY BOYS" AT WORK.

"They are gone," said Dick, in a tone of relref.
"Y cs ; but I didn't think they would give up so , casil
"Yes."
said l\[ark.
"Are there robbers in this part of the country?"
' ·~eith er did I;" from Bob; "I supposed we wo
"Yes, lots uv 'em."
have to kill the entire crowd."
"Ah, redcoats, I suppose?"
'.' Well,' the storm has blown over so we might as well
Doubtless the speaker thought to catch the man un- .;ome sleep," said Dick.
awares and ge-t him to admit that he was opposed to the
The four lay down and were soon asleep. Meanwhile
British, but l\fr. Longton knew the speaker and his com- fo ur r r:dcoats who had pursued Dick were riding back N
panions were redcoats, and so he said:
k
die diredion of New York.
"Robbers?'~
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They were disappointed on account of their failure to
erlake and recapture the fugitive and did not hawi
uch to say. Just after crossing the bridge over the Har;, m they were hailed by the sentinel.
"Did you overhaul the rebel?" the sentinel asked.
"No, we didn't," was the sullen reply.
"Do you think be was a rebel, sure enough?"
"I know be was."

placed therein. "You are to stay iri.'there a week, on bread
:md water!" said their commander; "and yo.u are hwl]'
io get off that easy !"
Dick Slater and his three comrades were in good spirits
when they got up next morning. They had made petter
progress in the business that .hacl brought them to the
region than they had exp~cted to make in such a sl10it
time.

"How do you know it?"
"Because we went to Scoville' s and asked if they had
nt a workman to l'few York on business, and. they said
ey had not done anytb:o~. of the kind."
s "Oh, ho! that doe& :;sttle the question, then, sure
ough !"
" Yes,' he lied about being one of Scoville's workmen, so
know he was a rebel."
"It's too bad you were not successful in catc~ing him."
"Yes; well, we .had him a prisoner, and Dick and Bill
n ank too much, like the fools they are, and got so fuddled
at they let the fellow fool them into :fixing it so he could
~e ake his escape, so we are to blame, and I don't bear any

They ate Lreakfast with a splendid appetite, and Sam
especially was as happy as a lark. He kept his eyes on the
pretty face of Esther most all the time, and could hardly
fmd his mouth when eating.
· "Be careful or you'll run your fork in your eye, Sam iu
said Bob, mischievously; and all save Sam and Esther
laughed, for her parents were sensible 'people, who· could
enjoy a joke even though it was partially at the expense of
·their own daughter.
"Don't you fret," retorted Sam; "I've seen you when.
you "·ere in no better shape than I am."
"That's so, Sam, old man; and T don't deny it," laughed
Bob.

udge against the fellow. He did only what one of ue
ould have done, and rather admire him for his cleverss."
"Yes, bis part of it was all right; but Dick and Bill
ght to feel ashamed of themselves for letting him fool
em and make his escape."
th "I'll make them feel ashamed!" in a threatening voice.
;t I am going to give them a week in the guardhouse on
Lle ead and water, and I think that the next time I set
re em on guard over a prisoner they will see to it that he
esn't escape."
"It will serve them right."
"I think so; well, good night."
"Good night."
The redcoats rode onward, and an hour and a quarter

rrhe four '·Liberty Boys" remained at Mr. Longton's all
day! which evidently gave considerable satisfaction to Sam~
who seemed to have developed a sudden desire to learn to
do kitchen work, so closely did he stick to that part_of
U1e house; but perhaps it was to watch some one else do
the work that he stayed there.
·when at last night came and darkness had settled over
all, the youths mounted their horses and rode away toward
the south. Before reaching the Harlem River they turned
to one side and rode to a point half a mile below the bridge.
Here they crossed, by making their horses swim, and riding
onward reached the main road again at a point nearly n
mile from the river. By doing thus they had avoided
having to pass the sentinel who was stationed near thebridge.

0

ter reached their cabin near the Common. They looked
The youths ac11anced cautiously, riding at a moderate
ter their horses' welfare and then entered the cabin, and pace, and . stopping frequently to listen; for they did not
lighting the candle found the two worthies, Dick ancl wish to encounter any wandering force of redcoats. They
11, lying, snoring, on the floor.
were fortunate in- this respect, however, for they did not·
I
"Oh, you drunken fools!" muttered the leader of the encounter even so much as a single horseman.
rty, giving first one then the other a kick that brought
When they '\\·ere near the Common they entered the
protesting groan from the recipients. "I'll make you scraggy timber and tied their horses, being careful to fake
for your work of to-night!"
them to a distance that would make it unlikely that their
He then threw himself down on the bunk, the others presence would be detected from the road.
·ng themselves in blankets on the floor, and soon all
Then they returned to the road, followed it to the Comasleep.
man, crossed the Common and were soon standing amid the
ext morning the two men who had permitted Dick to weeds growing on tJrn vacant lot adjoining the one on
e bis escape were taken down to the guardhouse and which stood the house in which Arnold was quartered.
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Dick leu ~he way and they were soon at the rear of the
house. Opening the outside cellar· door they descended
the steps, .and when Dick tried the door opening into the
cellar proper he was delighted to find it unfastened.
Pushing it open he entered, the other three following.
Then closing the door they stood perfectly still and listened.
They co111lc1 hear no sound to indicate that the house wa~
inhabited, and presently Dick led the way across the cellar
and to and up the steps leading to the kitchen.
Before opening the door they paused and listened once
:i:trore. All was still and Dick made up his mind there was
no one in the kitchen. Having so decided he opened the
door and they ·passed through and into the room.
They paused and looked and listened, but it was so
<lark they could see nothing, and there wa9 not a sound
to indicate the presence of any one. "I guess the .coast is
clear," whispered Dick; "follow me, but step lightly.')
He led the '1'ay across the room, followed by the three,
:and op{ming a dooT they passed into a hall. They made
theiJ; way along this hall till they came to a stairway.
r:J:'hcy were on the point of starting up the stairs when
they heard the sound of footsteps' and voices, and came to
a udden stop.
"Somebody coming.!" said Dick, in a cautious whisper.
"Come around here and hide. It is some of the servants,
likely, and I expect that it wilf be as well for us to make
prison~rs of them so. as to make sure that they won't put in
an aJ?pearance at just the wrong time and sp~il our plans.''
"All right," the youths replied, in the same, cautious
\
tone of voice.
"\Vhen you give the signal we'll jump onto them, Dick,"
said Bob.
'l~he four youths stepped arouud 'and took refuge underneatlt the sloping stairway. They heard the footsteps and
voices coming nearer and nearer and presently they sounded from right abo.-e the youths' heads. The parties in
que tion--of whom there seemed to be two-were coming
down the stairs. The light from the candle illumined the
hall and Dick motioned for his companions to be ready.
They nodd,ed. to signiiy that they understood and 1vere
ready, and then they waited eagerly for the signal.
Dick peered around the stairway and got sight of the
two. They were a man and a boy,. and the latter was
carrying the candle. Dick watched them closely and the
\
instant they set foot on the floor of the hall he gave the
signal, and the four "Liberty Boys" leapeJ forward.
Tile backs of th.e two were toward the youths and the
latter were so · noiseless in their moYeruents a;; to not be
hcanl, and the result was that the first the man and boy
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knew they were in danger was when they felt the han
the youths upon them.
. They struggled and attempted to cry out, but it av
them nothing, for they were powerless and could not
any noise owing to the fact that they had been seized
the throat and were being choked to such an extent t
they could do no more than make a faint, _gurgling so
which could not have been heard twenty feet away.
The "Liberty Boys" were old hands at this lrind
business, and it did not take tb'em long to choke the
into inser;~ibility. This done they bound the prison
arms together behin<l. their ~acks and placed handkerch·
;n the mouths of the two and tied them there.
"K ow we will carry them back upstairs," said Dick,
a cautious look up and down the hall. "We had be
hurry as we don't know how soon some more serva
may put in ail appearance."
'l'he four youths carried the two inse?sible prisoners
the stairs and along the hall and into a room well tow
the front of the building. They were very careful w
mgaged in this and· di_d not make a bit of noise.
"The next room beyond is one of the suite occupied
Arnold," Dick explained.; "al;ld if li'e is there now he mi
hear us. and get out in a hurry."
The prisoners were placed in chairs, side by side, wi
their ba.cks to the wall, and were tied there in such fashi
that they could not make any noise even after they regain
consciousness.
There was a large cloor at the side of th<! room nl
to the one occupied by Arnold, and above this door wa
~ort of transom, which, on being turned, would leave qu
an opening through which it would be possible to look
very good advantage. Di ck took note of this, and th•
assisted by Bob, a table was placed against the door. Di
mounted, and noting that the glass was stained he tun
the transom part way over and. peered through. It tc
but a glance to sho1r that the room was empty: . Ar~
Y:ns not there. A candle burning at one side made e
rart of the room visible, and there was no one to be s
Dick got down off the table, a disappointed look on
face.
"Isnit he there?" asked Bob, in a whisper.
Dick shook his head. "No, he's not there, Bob.
is no one in the room at all."
"Where can he be?"
"I ham an idea he is down to the headquarters."
"Ahl Conferring with General Clinhm, eh?"
"Yes; giving him all the information he can.''
'·The scoundrelly traitor!"
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ob's hands were clenchetl, and there was a fierce look he might be seen he stooped down and then got down off
the table. As he d id so there came a kno.ck on the door.
'What will we <\? now, Dick?" asked Mark.
"Hello, in there!" called out a voice which Dick recqg'Wait till he comes back."
nized as being that of Arnold; "we know you are there, and
'And then grab him, eh?"
how many there are oi you, ·and you .might as well unlock
the door an<1 uurrender gracefully, fo r we have a score o:f
"That's the talk!" said Bob. "We are not going to men here, and you caJilloi: ,possibly es.cape!"

e up now!"
"Noi a bit of it!" said Dick. "He will certainly be
1: me before very long and t~en we will nab him, if such
ing is possible."
"J ove ! I hope that we wm be successful!" said Sam.
will be a big thing if we do succeed in getting hold of
traitor and taking him back."
''You are right, s~ m; it will be a big thing," agr~el1
k. "And I only hope that we will be success.ful."
he p;risoners regained . consciousness presently and
ed ttt their captors in a wondering manner. Doubtless
y wondered who the handsome, bronzed youths were, but
ti they were gagged they could not ask any questioRs.
he " Liberty Boys" waited as patiently as they could
more than an hour, and what talking they indulged in
"carried on in whispers, so the man and boy could not

r

h

t last noises were heard downstairs. There was the
d of opening and shuttipg oi doors, followed by foot. , and the trampling of feet grew louder am1 loude1-,
'ch would seem to inclioote thai: the newcomers, who/
they were, were coming up the stairs. Presently the

I

OH.APTER lX.
' :filLE "LlBER!rY J30YS" IN iDAXOEU.

'rhere had, unk™:n~m to Dick and his comrades, boon
a witness i:o their capture of :the man an d boy in i:he 1lowe'r
hall. The person who had Eeen them was a woman, .and no
other than the wife af i:he man,..and mother ·of tbe .boy.
From the doorway of ·the room occupied by J:iersclf a nd
husband, well down to.ward the end of the hall, she bad
witnessed the affair, and .being a i·ather strong-minded
woman she had not .::hrieked and warned the youths that
il1ey h~d been ,seen. On the contrary, knowing she could
do nothing at that moment to aid .her husband and soii,
she kept silent and watched· eagerly and somewhat anxi.oUS'5,
to see what would be done by the intruders .
"Who can they be?" sh€ asked herself. "And wh)I have
they entered the house in this fashion and made prisone11.s
oi John and Sammy?"

pli~ sounded in the ball just outside the Foom the
Her quest.ion couhl n ot be answered, of course, and so
ths were in and they looked at one another, question- she kept on 'watching, in the belief that she would th118
y, and seemed to be a bit startled. There was good learn what t:he '"ished to know.
n for this, for, judging by the footsteps, there was a
The watch€r saw the stranger youths tie and gag .he.r
1'0n and husband aucl' carry them upstairs, and she folLook out o:f the window and see if you can see an un- lowed at a saie di tance and saw i:b.e litHe party dIB1 number of men in the street," said Dick, in a whis- a1pea.r into the room adjoining the one occupied by Annold.
ancl Bob obeyed. 'l'hen Dick climbed up on the table
She stole fonntrd and was close enough to hear tbe key
got in readiness to view the newcomers.
. turn in the lock. "They've locked the door," she S!J.id to
ere was the sound of a. door being opened and of foot- herself. ''No\\" wM.t does it mean ? Why have tliey done
1
in the room Dick bad said was occupied by Arnold. this? W1ty have they entel'ed that room?"
s1 ooc1 on the table and peered through i:he opening
The woman advanced cautiously and placed her ear
the door, while the other three youths kept watch out to the keyhole and listened, but the youths did not speak
window and guartl. over the prisoners.
abo\'e a whisper, and she could not lc.arn anything. Fear'ck saw Arnold enter the room and behind him came ing that the door might be opened and she be discove:red,
a. dozen Britiah soldiers. The ttaitor had a peculiar she presently withdrew and went hack downstairs, \There
smile on his face, and the youth became suspicious 1 she spent perhap · fiye minutes in pondering .over the
. He had seen that look on Arnold's face before, and strange affair.
ays Locled ill for omebody.
•
"Do they intend to injure my hu..;;band and son?" .£he
hl a~lrnnoed straight toward the door, and fearing asked herself. After due deliberation she decided i.h0t the
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prisoners were in no danger of being killed. "Those strangers have some deep purpose in doing what they have done,"
she decided, and then of a sudden the thought came to her
that the presence of the four stranger youths meant danger
to the man who occupied the large front room. She lmew
who the mun was. She knew that the occupant of the
front room was Benedict Arnold, the ex-patriot, the man
who bad been a traitor to the patriot cause, but as she was
a strong loyalist she was friendly to Arnold and was unwilling that harm should come to him.

"Who from?"
"I don't h.'now who they are, but I think they are r
"Where are they?"
"In the house."
The soldier started. "In this house?" he asked.
"Yes."
"How many are there of them?"
"Four."
"Four?"
"Yes; and they have made prisoners of my hus

"And I think that harm threatens him now!" she said
to herself. "I think that tho~e four strangers are here
for the purpose of killing Arnold. Yes, that is it! I
am snre oJ' it. And I must do something to prevent the
crime from being committed. Ah! how fortunate that
Arnold was called down to headquarters an hour ago I But
when he returns-ah, when he returns those terrible strangers who have made prisoners of John and Sammy will kill
him! I must prevent it-but how?"

John, and son, Sammy, and have taken up their stati
the room next to the one occupied by Arnold; and
sure there is great danger threatening him."
"Undoubtedly you are right, my good woman. And ,
\fish me to take this information to 'Clinton or A
at headquairters ?"
"Yes, yes!"
"All right; I'll do it."
"Oh, thank you!"
"I'll go at once and will hurry as fast as ever I c <
"Very well; though I am sure the four rebels will
leave until after Arnold has come, anyway."
"Likely not; and I don't think they will leave

It will be seen that the woman was far from being a
fool. She was indeed a more than ordinarily shrewd
woman for one in her station, and she presently hit upon
"the very thing of all things that was the right one to be
<lone under the circumstances, if Arnold really was threatened and was to be .saved. She hit upon the plan of sending word to headquarters that the four strangers were in
th~ room up~tairs, waiting for the return of Arnold. But
who could she send? She must find some one; and with
this purpose before her she made her way to the front
door, and, opening it very carefully, so as to make no noise
and apprise ·the stranger y011ths upstairs of the fact<that
there were others in t~~ house besides their two prisoners
and themselves, she stepped out of doors. She waited a
few minutes and then a British soldier came along and she
hailed him, cautiously, and told him to come up onto the
· stoop.
,

as

lhen---except as prisoners."
"I hope not."
The soldier hastened away, while the woman re-ent
the house and closed the door.
The soldier, full of the importance of his mission,
tened down the street at a rapid pace, and it did not
him so very long to reach headquarters.
He hastened into the building and requested an or
to tell General Clinton that a messenger was at hand
that his message was one of great importance.
The orderly entered the room where General Cli
and the traitor, Arnold, sat, talking confidentially toget '
~nd delivered the message.

·" What do you want?" the soldier asked l1e reached the
"A messenger! And one with a message of importa
you say?" remarked General Clinton. "Jove! perch
woman's side.
"I wal.lt you to take a message to headquarters."
it is something regarding Andre ! Show him in at o
"A message to headquarters ?"
The orderly bowed and withdrew, returning soon,
companied
by the soldier.
"Yes."
"Who to-General Clinton?"
"What is it, my man? Give me the message instantl
"To him or to General Arnold, either one."
cried General Clinton, eagerly, the instant the orderly
out of the room.
"Is Arnold there now?"
"Yes·. This is where he is staying, though."
"I bring information to the effect that there is a plo
foot to assassinate General Arnold!" the soldier
'"So I thought."
impressively.
"And he is in danger!"
"In danger-Arnold?"
"A plot to kill General Arnold?" the commande
chief of the Briti~h army cried. "How know you this .
"'Yes.''.

..

..
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from the house where General Arnold

And what of that? What did you learn or see there?"
I saw the housekeeper, as I took her to be, and she
ed to me and told me that . her husband and son had
made prisoners by four strangers, and that the four
ngers, whom she believes to be rebels, have taken up
·r ·station in the. room adjoining that of Gen~ral
old's, and are evidently intending to wait till he rea , when they will shoot him down!"
e British general and the traitor were somewhat ex~
by this information, and stared at each other in
der and amazement.
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"Then you had better go at once, as they might grow
tired of waiting for you and go away."
"Yes; or become suspicious!'
No time was lost. A score of men were select~d, and
under commaiid of Arnold they set out. They reached the
building and entered it.
"Are they still here?" asked Arnold of the housekeeper.
"Yes," she replied; "they haven't stirred out of the
room, I know, for l have kept watch on it all the time."
"Good! 'rhen we will soon have them in our power."
Arnold and his men made their way upstairs, and while
the major portion of the force paused at the door leading
into the room in which Dick a·nd his comrades were, Arnold
and four or five entered his room.

What do you thip.k of the matter, General Arnold?"
Then it was that Arnold .walked up to the connecting
d the British commander-in-chief.
/
It looks as if the woman's fears are well founded," was door and knocked and callea upon the youths to surrender.
But Dick Slater and his comrades were not the fellows
reply. "I have no doubt that the four men who are in
.
r11om aivl'liting my return are my fellow-countrymen, to surrender as long as there w~s the least chance of escaping. Although it would seem as if there was no posthat they i1;.:H: cnme to try to capture me."
sible chance for them to escape, they were not at all sure
:a
To capture you?"
that this was the case. They had been in a great many
Yes."
tight placed in their time and still lived to tell it.
To assassinate you, yoti ;n.ean."
"I couldn't think of surrendering, Arnold!" replied
No, to capture me. I w~.1t;.irl wager that is their plan."
Dick, promptly. And as the traitor heard the youth's
'Do you think they would be i.o foolish as to think they
voice an exclamation escaped him.
capture you and take you away and back to the
"Dick Slater!" he cried.
"At your service," the youth remarked.
"There are plenty of men ready to
"Well1 Dick, this adventure will be your last!"
e such an attempt," he said _quietly. "It is just like
"Do you think so ?"
"I am sure of it. There is no possible chance for you
hey would be fools 70 think of such a thing."
to escape."
don't know; a boid ;;·li:n often wins where a less
"Oh, I am not so sure about that as you seem to be.n
"Bah I Don't talk foolishness, Dick!"
hat is true, too."
"I am not doing so."
es; I don't think my life is in immediate danger, but
"Oh, yes, you are. Open the door at once !'~
y could have made a success of their 'mdertaking it
"You will ha Ye to excuse me."
have gone hard with me."
"Open it, I say!"
eral Clinton laughed, drily, "l .: ,; dge that you are
"I couldn't think of it."
about that," he said . .
"Don't be a fool !"
"I would be a fool if I were to open the door."
ell. 1 ! i' "<: y0u.r wishes regarding this, General
"No, you would be acting sensibly."
'd r I will turn the matter over for you to handle as
" I don't see it that way."
fit."
" I do. Open the door or we will break it down. "
y idea is that it will be a good plan to take a score
"You will do nothing of the kind."
of men ana go up to my stopping place and make
"What?"
rs of the four men in question."
"I say you will not break the door down."
t is a good plan ; it will be turning the tables on
"Why won't we?"
splendid style."
"Because if you do we will kill the m!n and boy W('
BO it will."
have prisoners in here!" .

n
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Arnold' had" forgotten that the youth& bad prisoners in
their hands.
"You wouldn't dare do that!" li.e said.
I
"Y'on think not?"

"r

am sure of it."
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they would be sure lo be ki.lletl or badly ~rippled.
could man;ge to get part way down, however, they
with a resonable clegree of safety, jump the rest of the
and they looked around for something that could be
ized as a means to this end, ·

"Then just break the door down and see!"
The room in which they were was a bedroom, an
"Bui;' that would be the height of folly. It would doom one corner was a bed. The youths quickly stripped
you to certain death."
bed of sheets and coverlids, and these they tied t<Jg
"Death would be certain, UJJyway, if we "fell into your until they had a rude but strong rope wh~ch would
al least half way to the ground. They tied the end to
"Perh~ not."
f
bedstead, ·which had been placed close to the window, e
Did: laughed, ironically. "You caH't hoodwink me, uy the time Dick finished talk.ing to Arnold all was r
An10ld,2' he said; ''ffe will nevc:r surrender. We will die for the attempt at escaping ..

handE." '

fighting, and will kill the two pris?ners and as many of
yol!Lr. .gang as· we possibly can before you will be able to
make WWJ with us."
"But ilo resist will be ·very foolish of you, Dick," protested Arnold; "then: i§l no certainty that you will 'be
killed•if we get hold of' you. In fact, I am confid.ent that

Dick signaled his compa;iions to make their escape,,
he remained behind, ready to say something that w
put a stop to \rnrk on the part o.£ the redcoats for a
moments, at least, in case they started in to break the d
down.

One after the other the three went and then Dick
-General Clinton would exchange you for Maj Qr Andre."
tened over to the window and climbed through. Just a' ,
"-We· wouldn't surrender if we knew Clinton would do started to slide down the rude rope there came a loud c
•
I
that," was Dick's reply; "Andre is big game, and he and the door leading into the room from the hall "

mu.st die. We will rue before we will do anything toward burst open and the redcoats came ~ushing in.
€
h~lping him to escape the fate which he merits."
They were just in time to catch sight of Dick's hea "
"I thought you were more s~nsible than that, Dick." it disappeared, and they r.us;hed across the room with 1
"I'm sensible enough; I know what I am doing.''
yells of rage.
"So do I; you acre. dooming yourselves. and companions
Dick knew he had· no time to spare, and he slid do

to sure death."
ward with great rapidity, and scarcely pausing an ins
"And incidentally a dozen of your men as well, for I am at the end of the rope, dropped. He struck on his feet
-0oofi:dent: we ca:n kill that number, at least, before you \1·as janed considerable; but such little things as that
can overcome us."
not count, when lives were in danger.
"'Dhelib you refuse· to· surrender?"
"Come, boys!" he cried. "They'll be shooting down "
"Absolutely!"
"
us in a moment!"
"All right; your blood be upon your own head, then!"
'rhey started and ran across the vacant lot, the er

"Don't

WQn'Y

ah0ut that part of it, Arnold!"

CHAPTER X.
THE "LIBERTY BOTS'~ ESCAPE..

While Dfok'was talking to Arnold the other three youths
bad not been idle. Dick had signaled them and they had
been very busy t rying to figure out some way of escaping
from the trap in which they found them~elves.
It had not taken them long to learn that the only
possiule chance· of escape lay through the window. As
they were in the second story it would not do to . jump;
!

crack! crack ! of pistol shots coming to their ears, and
7.ip-spat ! of bullet8 that came closer than was pleasan
Fortunately neither of the youths were wounded, h
ever, and all kept op. running at the top of their speed.
"We must get as good a lead as possible," said Di
"for they ~ill give chase and it will be a hard race."
Onward the youths dashed, and in an incredibly s '
space of time the redcoats were out of the building
coming after them. It was fortunate for the four "Lib
Boys" that the Common was ahead of them instead oft '
or four blocks of city streets. There were no redcoats '
get in their way, and there was nothing to bar t
,progress; and they were thus enabled to reach the Bo
Lane and make their way along it to the point where t
\'ld turned into ' the timber to secrete their hors,es.
0
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"What luck? Did ·you capture the rebels?" asked Genaside and found their horses .safe; and
unting as soon as they had led the animals out to the eral Clinton, eagerly, when A-rnold had takm;i a seat.
Arnold shook his head. "No, they escaped," was the
d they rode away at a gallop, leaving the yelling redreply.
ts be.hind.
"That is too bad! I thought that you would be sure to
Arnold was angry and disappointed when he found that
ck and his comrades had succeec1ed in escaping from the capture them."
""\Ve would have been able to capture them had they
m where he had supposed they were, like rats in a trap.
yelled and e1en cursed aDll urged the men to hasten in been any other persor:is than who they were."
suit.
'Capture them !" he cried. "Capture them if possible !
e of them is Dick Slater, the famous scout and spy,
d I think tha~ \Vashington would give up 'Andre rather
n permit us to h011g the young rascal. Capture them,
possible!"

"How is that? \Vlio were they?"
"Dick Slater and three of the 'Liberty Boys.''"
"What!

Dick Slater, you say?"

"Yes."
"Jove! it would have been a great · haul if you bad
succeeded in capturing them, wouldn't it?"

"Yes; I believe that Washington would almost have exThe men hastened to get out o.f the building and follow
:fieeing youths; but, as we have seen, were unable to changed Andre .for Dick -Slater."
"I jm1ge that he does think a great deal af that young
·h them. As soon as they learned that the :fugitives had
ses :µ:id had got away, they turned back and reported to fellow."
"He does, indeed; as I happen to know."
"Well, it is nsele:>s to think of that matter, now. ·They
'Too bad!" the traitor said. "If we could have captured
l1ave escaperl, ancl the chaJJ.ce has slipped through our
we could have saved Andre. Too bad!"
They may run afoul of some o.f our boys and be cap- :finge1;;;; but how did it happen? I don't see how even .
d :yet,'' said one of the men, but Arnold shook bis head. Dick Slater manage.cl ;to escape."
old.

"Oh, he will find a way if thErre is balf a chance ·for
'Not much chance of that," he said; "I know Dick
ter of old. Ile is one of the shrewdest fellows I ever him to do so."
, and it would take a small army to capture him now."

Then Arnold told all about the affair, and when CJintori
expressed the hope that the fugitives might encount<!'T -a
Shall we get horses ancl go in pursuit?"
rnold shook his head. "It would be useless," he said. party of the British soldiers and be captured, the traitor
o, we may as well go back down to headquarters and shook his head.

rt our failure to the commander;in-chic.f."

''No such good luok is in store for us," he mid; "they
1rill make their escape."
Very well, sir; just as you say."
And Arnold was right. The youths Tade northward m3
Wait a few moments; I wish to speak to the man who
care of the building. I must learn how those fellows rapidly as they could, and managed to dodge ·the 'Sentinel
: at the north end of ·the "island by turning aside and
ged to get into the house."
old questioned the housekeeper's husband, Job11, who swimming the stream a quarter of a mile farther cloW'!l.
Then they rode omrnrd, and twenty minutes later were.at
been set free-the boy, Sammy, also-by the redcoats,
the man, who had been looking around, told him that the home of :Mr. Longton.

"Do you think rl will be sa:fe to stay here over night?•~
"rebels" had entered by way of the cellar.
Well, see to it that the door is kept fa tened from asked Bob.
"I think so,'' Teplietl miok. "I don't ·think iwe ·wel'e
;ho on, John," said A.Tnold._
will do so, sir," was the Teply; "I am not eager foT puTsued at all by ho1•semen, and we are as sa':fe tlle1'e a'S
we were befoTe."
er such experience as I have had to-?ight, sir."
ic

"Then we will stay here to-night?"
shouldn't think you would be."
"Yes; for it is very dark and we would be liable ·to ·lose
o indeed · and there will be no more rebels get into
'
'
way iii tlie darkness and lose more ·time than -by waitour
building unbeknown to me, ir."
old and the soldiers returned to headquarters and :i-ng till morning."
This was satisfactory to all four and es:pecially satisit9r re-entered th'e private room of the commanderfactory to am, who di cl ·not want to return to :west 1P oint

.
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Without having seen Esther once more. Sam was very
much in love, and so was Esther.
They stayed there till morning, and got a good rest, and
when they told the members of the family next morning
how they had failed, they were the recipients of a great
deal of sympathy from the patriots.
" It is too bad thet ye failed," said l'.Ir. Longton. "Arnold
deserves ter be hung, if e1er a man did; an' I was in
hopes ye would succeed in capturing him an 'takin' him
back ter West Point with ye."
"We hoped t@ be able to do so," said Dick, "but failed;
and I fear, now, that it would be suicide to attempt it
again." ·
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"Where?" asked Dick.
"In the kitchen "·ith Esther. He said he had to have a
drink, and I guess Esther was thirsty, too, for they both
went in there."
t

Then the good-bys were spoken and with a wave of
hands the youths rode away.
By riding hard they reached the home of Beverly
son that night at ten o'clock. General Washington
over at West Point, Mr. Robinson said, and as there "
no boat on the side of the river where they were they
were forced to remain at the house over night.
Next morning, just after they had finished eating b
fast a boat was seen putting off from the opposite
of the river, and a few minutes later Generals Washin
and Greene arrived at the lfobinson house.
"
,"And you could not capture Arnold, Dick?" rcma e
the co1?mandcr-in:.chief, after he had g'reeted the you
"No, your excellency.''
"You succeeded in getting down into the city, did yo
"Yes, sir; and into the house occupied by Arnold."
"Indeed !"
"Yes, sir ; but Arnold was not there at the time.
was down to headquarters, conferring, as I suppose,
General Clinton."
"Without doubt." '11 here was a sad cadence in the
man's tone.
"I suppose you were forced to leave the building be
Arnold returned?" asked Greene.
"No," replied Diel<; "we were there tyhen he came
-but he brought a score of soldiers along with him."
"Ah ! he had learned of your presence in the buil
in some manner!" exclaimed Washington.

"I guess that you will fose your daughter one of these
days, l\fr. and l\Irs. Longton," said Dick, with a s;mile.
"Well, Sam is as fine a fellow as ever lived."
It was as Bob had said. Sam and Esther were in the
kitchen, and there, in as few words as possible, Sam told
the beautiful girl that he loved her, and that if she would
promise. to be his wife he would come for her as soon as
the war was ended. And Esther? She gave the promise
and the youth sealed it with a dozen kisses. Then Bob's
voice was heard calling, a,nd he said: "I must go. Goodby, little sweetheart, and don't forget me!"
"No fear of that, Sam!" murmured the girl, and, then
exchanging kisses, they emerged from the house looking
wonderfully happy, as was patent to all the observers.
f' Oh, say, doesn't Sam look happy, though!" cried the
irrepreEsible Bob, and all hacl to laugh.
"Sam is happy, too, old man!" the youth said, bravely.
"But you needn't say anything, Bob; I've seen you looking
that way more than once, when we have been at Mrs.
Slater's house."
"That's right, I guess you have'!" grinned Bob.

"Yes; .we made a prisoner of the housekeeper's husba
and his son, a boy of twelve or thereabouts, but we
nothing of the woman, and failed to take her into c
sideration. The result was that she saw us, sent word d
to headquarters and Arnold came to the house, brin ·
a score of men along, and we escaped only by a very ilar
'margin, inaeed."
"The wonder is that you escaped at all. Did you see
speak to Arnold?"
"Both."
"Ah! And he expressed no regret for what he
done?"
"None whatever."
"Too bad! too bad! I had thou ght that he would 1
ere this have re:pented, and that he would at least have
manhood to express sorrow at having acted in such a wa
"No; his entire !alk was in regard to having us
render. He seemed to think that if he could capture
you would be willing to exchange Andre for us."
The youth ~vent ahead, then, and told the story of t
escape.

"Yes, they will take care thet ye don't get another
chance at him."
{' Yes, they will keep a strong guard around the building he is in from now on, doubtless, and it would be folly
to try to get at him."
After breakfast t)J.e youths got ready to start, but it
was found that Sam was missing. Then it was noticed
that Esther was nowhere to be seen.
"Sam! Oh, Sam!" called Bob, with a grin. "I think
I could guess where he is," he added, in a lower tone.

'.
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the "You had a narrow escape, indeed," the great man
"I hope that sooner or later we sha11 . Le aL~e to lay
marked; "well, I am glad you escaped ~nd sony that hands on him," said Dick.
~bifU were unable to bring Arnold back with you."
But they never did. Arnold managed to keep from
I
"So am I, your excellency."
falling into the hands of the patr1ots, and when the war
w•q "T o t e11the t ru th , D.ick-, you came nearer ,_.o eff··ect"mg tl1e rnded he went to England, where he was joined by his
·
lutl-qp t ure of Arnold tl1an I expec t ed you wou ld be able t·o do. wife and child. Ile lived in England many years, but bis
· ht succe ed, ·life was not a happy one, the finger of scorn being pointed
.'!1ere was a ch ance, a bare clrnnce, tlm t you m1g
·11·
t
d
b
t
;r
d"d
t
re aJnd I was wi mg o sen you; u
i
no rea1"1y expec t at him by n"•ny even in England-by the very people whom
...J. t
lt un der- he had se1 v•-( !1y committing one of the worst crimes known
awa
you could ma lrn a success of sue h a d"ffi
t lCU
,
to manki
gt<lk:ing."
.
•
··
I
THE END.
"Well, we did the best we could, your hcellency; and
rk e would have been very happy had we been enabled to '
The next number (7·4) of "The Liberty Boys of '76"
t pture Arnold and bring him back."
will contain ''THE LIBERTY BOYS' "SWOOP"; OR,
'"It would have been very pleasing to me also, as I SCATTERING 'l'HE REDCOATS LIKE CHAFF," by
,~ · ould like to show the world how such traitors should be Harry Moore.
alt with!" There was a stern ring to the great man's
ice, which showed . that it would have fared illy . with

w1

~

r

. mold had he been brought back.

Wl

General Washington, and Green also then complimented
re ick on what he and his comrades had accomplished.
You failed in the task of bringing the traitor back,"
£o id the commander-in-chief, "but you l did your work
ell and gave ·him a good scare, at any rate."
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No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEAKER.-Containing four
THE STAGE.
illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to becomto
41. THE Boys OF NEW YORK END MEJN'S JOKE ateen
good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
K.-Containing a great variety of the latest jokes used by the all the popular 11.uthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the moaE
famous end men. No amateur minstrels is complete without simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. IIOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting dii=
wonderful little book.
o.. 4~. THE ~OYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPEAKER.- bates, outlines for debates, questions for discussion, and the bes~
tammg a varied assort~ent of stump spe~ches, Negro, Dutch sources for procuring information on the questions given.
Irish. Also end men's Jokes. Just the thmg for home amuseSOCIETY
and amateur shows.
·
f fr
.
'
1 . 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
JOKEJ BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every I No . .3. ~OW TO !J'L~RT.-The arts. and wiles ? irt11.tJon a11(
• h Id bta· this book as it contains full instructions for or- fully expl!pned by this little book. . Besides the vari_ous ~eth_ods o_
ha.ndkerchief •. fan, glove, parasol, wmdow. and hat flirtation, 1~ co~:
'ii:iiu ano am~~eur minst~el troupe.
ti'o. §5. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original ~ams a .full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which 1~
m~erestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happ.
ublished and it is brimful of wit and humor. It without
. b
one.
.
.•
e . oo ever P
No. 4 . HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsom~
large collection of .songs, JO~es, co1;1Undr~ms, .etc., of
ltams
i.rrence uldoon, the great WI~, humorist and pra_ctic!ll Joker of little book just issued by Frank Tousey. It contains full instruc-ver,v boy _who can enJOY a good substantial JOke should tions in the art of dancing etiquette in the ballroom and at partiei
~ay.
· a I! popu Iar sqnar•
d f II d"1rec't·ions f or ca JI"mg off m
PY immediately
a HOW
m 79
TO BECOl\IE AN ACTOR.-Containing com- '-now to d ress, an u
o.
Ille ins uctions. how to m11;ke up for various characters on the da~c;.s·5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to }oyg_
; to E;ther with the duties of the Stage . Manager, Prompter, courtship and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquett<.
1 ,;~
""lllic Artist and Property Man. By a promment St!lg.e Manager. to be observed with many curious and interesting things not gen ~?- 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOK~ BOO~.-Contammg the lat- erally known. '
No. 17. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instruction in thr;
Jokes, anecdotes and funny. stories .of this world-re~owned and
Sixty-four pages• handsome art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving th<
If popular Ger~a.n comedian.
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
rred cover contammg a half-tone photo of the author.
No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of th.brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the W'orld
HOUSE KEE Pl NG.
wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male ant
Everybody
GARDEN.-Containing
WINDOW
A
o. 16. HOW TO KEEP
instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless• . Read this bool:
ountry, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced bow to become beautiful.
ers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever pub-

r

0•

~
~

d.

BI RDS A N D AN I M A LS .

o. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated an<:
ooking ever published. It contains recipes for cooking meats, containing full instructions for the management and training of tht
of
kinds
game and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all
canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet, parrot, etc.
ry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, PIGEONS ANI:
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely ilh:l
o: 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. Bv Ira Drofraw.
body, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hint"
almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and bird!>
eta, cements, Aeolian.harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harringtot.
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A valu
o. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- able boo"k, giving instructions. in collecting, preparing, mountinz:
tion of the wondel"ful uses of electricity and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
her with full instructions for making Electric Toys, Batteries, . No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving com
By George Trebel, A. l\:L, M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raising, keeping
ations.
taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets; also giving ful
. 64. HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty
ng full directions for making electrical machines, induction eight illustrations, making it the most complete book of t he kin ~
, dynamos, and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. ever published.
• A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
M ISCELLANEOU S •
. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
collection of instructive and highly amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and in
Anderson.
A.
By
a complete treatise on chemistry; also e:i.
giving
illustrations.
er with
structive book,
periments in acoustics, mechanics, matilematics, chemistry, and
ENTERTAINMENT.
directions for making fireworks, colored fires and gas balloonCJ
9. HOW TO BECOME A VENTRILOQUIST. By Harry This book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete handbook fo;
edy. The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice cream, syrups.I.. essences, etc. etc.
No. 19. FRANK TOUSEY'S UNITED STA'l'ES DISTANCli
every night with his wonderful imitations), can master the
and create any amount of fun for himse lf and fri ends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giving tht
distances on all the railroads of the United States an'
official
est book ever published, and there's millions (of fun) in it.
. 20. HOW TO ENTEJRTAIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Also table of distances by water to foreign ports, had
valuable little book just published. A complete compendium fares in the principal cities, reports of the census, etc., etc., makin ~
mes, sports, ca1·d diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable it one of the most complete and hangy books published.
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A WOI!!
!or or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
·
y than any book published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in th'
• 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES.-A complete a.nd useful little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to ever:
containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general coll'
plaints.
ammon, croquet, dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS. -Cor
36. HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
fil¥ conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable informa tion regarding the collecting and arrangin:
itty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 58. HOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady
~2: HOW TO PLAY CA~DS:-A comp let~ and handy little
g1vmg the rules and full directions for playmg Euchre Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuabl •
Casino, Forty-five, Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw 'Poker and sensible rules for beginners, and also relates some adventure'
n Pitch, All Fours and many other popular games of cards'. and experiences of well-known detectives.
66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hun- l No. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contair
lnteresting _puzzles and conundrums with key to same A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it
•
te book. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic Magic Lantern Slides and othe
Transparencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De \~
ETIQ U ETT E.
Abney.
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARJI
EJTIQUEJTTE.-It
OF
BOOK
OR,
IT;
DO
TO
13. HOW
at life secret, and one that every young man desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittanct.
course of Study, Examinations. Duties, Staff of Officers, Pos ·
ut. There's happiness in it.
33. HOW TO BEHA VE.-Containing the rules and eti- Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy shou!r
know to be a Cadet. Compiled and written by Lu Senarens, autbo.
methods
approved
most
and
easiest
the
of good society and
earing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
in the drawing-room.
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NA VAL CADEJT.-Complete it•
structions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Nav&.
D ECLAMATION .
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, descriptio,.
27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a bo;
taining the most p<>pular selections in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Co
French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and written by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become r•
1tandard readings.
West Point Military Cadet."
0

0

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Squa re, New York.

THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76.
A Weekly Magazine containing .Stories of the American Revolution
By HARRY MOORE.
These stories a.re based on a.ctua.l facts a.nd give a, fa,· hfu
account of the exciting adventures of a. brave ba.nd of Ame
youths who were a.lwa.ys ready a.nd willing to imperil their
for the sa.ke of helping a.long the ga,lla.nt ca.use of IndependencE
Every number w i ll consist of 32 large pages of reading ma.tte1
bound in a. beau tiful colored cover.
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The Liberty Boys of '76; or Fight ing for l!'reedom.
The Liberty Boys' Oath; or, Settling With t h e British and 1'ortes.
The Liberty Boys' Good Work; or, Ilelplng Genernl W ashington.
'l'he Liberty Boys on Hand; or, Always in the ltl ~bt Place.
The Liberty Boy~· Ne rve; 01·, Not .Afraid of the King' s Minions.
The L iberty Boys' Defiance: or, "Catch and Hang Us If You Can."
Tbe Liberty lloys in Demand; or, The Champion Spies of the
Revolution.
'l'b e Liberty Boys· Hard F'igbt; or, Beset by British and Tories.
The Liberty Boys to the Rescue; or, .A Host With in Themselves.
The Liberty Boys' Narrow Escape; or, .A Neck-and-Neck Race
With Death.
'.l.'he Lib<!rty lloys' Pluck; or, Undaunted by Odds .
The Liberty Boys' Peril; or, Threatened from all Sides.
The Liberty Boys' r .uck; or, Fortnue Favors the Brave.
The Liberty Boys' Ruse; or, Fooling the British.
The Liberty Boys' '.!.'rap, and What- They Caught in Tt.
The Liberty Boys ruzzied; or The Tories' Clever Scheme.
The Liberty Boys' Great Stroke; or, Capturing a British Man-otWsr.
The Libe rty Boys' Chalienge; or1 Patriots vs. · Redcoats.
The Liberty Boys •. rrapped; or, The Beautiful 'l'1,ry.
The Liberty Boys' Mistake; or, "What Might l:lave Been."
'rhe Liberty Boys' l!'ine Work ; or, Doing Things Up Brown.
'£be Liberty Boys at Bay; or, The Closest Ca ll of .Ali.
The Liberty Boys on Their l\iettle ; or, Making It Warm for tbe
ll ed coats.
The Liberty Boys' Double Victory ; or, Downin<; the Redcoats and
To!'ies.
The Liberty Boys Suspected ; or, Taken for British Spies.
The Liberty Boys' Clever Trick; or, Teaching the Redcoats e
Thing or Two. •
The Liberty Boys' Good Spy Work; or, With the Redcoats In
Phi111 del phla.
Tile Liberty Boys' Battle Cry; or, Wit h Washington at the Brandy
wine.
ThP L!hrrty Bo:vs' WI Id Ride : or .A Dash to Save a F"ort.
'l'h e Liberty Roys In a Fix: or. Threatened by Reds. a nd WbltPs
The Liberty Boys' Big Contract; or, Holding .Arnold in Check
The L iberty Boys Shadowed; or, After Di ck Slater ror Reve nge.
The Liberty Boys Duped: or. The Friend Who Was an Enemy.
The Liberty Boys' !•'a ke Surrend er: or. The Ruse 'rhat Su cceed ed
Tb e Liberty Bo:vs' Signa l : or. "At the C"lang of the Bell. ' '
Th P Liberty Boys' During Work: or, Ri sk ing Life for Liberty' p

31i The L iberty Boys' Plot ; or, The Plan That Won .
3!1 Tbe Liberty Boys' G reat Haul ; or, Taking Everything in Sigh
The Liberty Boys' l' iusb Times: or, Revel Ing in Brltlsb Gold.
41 The L ibe rty Boys In a Snare : or, .Almost Trapped.
42 The Liberty Boys' Brave Res cue; or, In the N ick of Time.
4.3 The Liberty Boys' Big Day ; or, Doing Business by Wholesale .
41 The Liberty Boys' Net; or, Catching the Redcoats and •rorles.
45 The Liberty Bo~'S Worried : or, The Disappearance of Dick Slate
4C: Th e Liberty Boys' Iron Grip ; or, Squeez ing th e Redcoats.
47 'l'he Liberty Boys' Su ccess; or. Doiug What 'L'hey Set Out to 0
48 T he Libe rty Boys' Setback: or, Defeated. Rut !\ot Disgraced.
49 The Liberty Boys in 'l'oryville: o r. Di ck Slater's Fearful Ris
50 The Liberty Boys Aroused; or, Strikinu Strong Blows for Libert
ul Th e Liberty Boys· Triumph ; or, Beatfng the Redcoats at The
Own G'.tme.
52 The Liberty Bo:v s' Scare: or, A :Miss as Good as a Mile.
53 The I,iberty Boys' Danger; or, Foes on All Sides.
54 The Libe r ty lloys' F light: or, A Very Narrow l!.:scape.
55 The Liberty Boys' Strategy; or, Out-Generailng the Enemy .
56 The Liberty Boys' Warm Work ; or, Showing the Redcoats Ho
to Fight.
57 The Liberty Boys' " Push": or, Bound to Get There.
58 The Liberty Boys' Desperate Charge; or, With "Mad AntbOL
at Stony Point.
n9 The Liberty Bo~•s' Justi ce. And How They Dealt It Out.
60 The Liberty Boys Bombarded ; or, A Very Warm Time.
61. '.l.'h e Liberty Boys' Sealed Orders; or. Going it Bilnd.
62 The Libe rty Boys' Dai·ing Stroke; o r , With "Light-Ilorse Ilarrv
at Pau lu s Hvok.
f\3 The Liberty Boys' Lively Times : or, Here. Th ere a nd Everywbe r
ti4 The Liberty Boys' "Lone Uand" ; or, Fighti ng .Against Gre1
Odds.
65 The Liberty Boys' l\lascot: or. The Idol of the Com pany.
66 The Liberty Boys' Wrath : or, Going for th~ Redcoats Rougbsbo1
67 The Liberty B oys' Batt le fol' Life ; or, The Hardest Struggle '
All.
r.s The Liberty Boys' Lost: O L', The Trnp That Did Not Work.
09 The Liberty Boys' "Jonah"; or. 1'he Youth Who "Qu eered" Everythin1
70 The Liberty Boys' Decoy; or, Ha,it,in1t th e Brit.ish.
7 l 'L' he Liberty Boys Lured; or, 1'be Snare t he Ene1ny Set.
7 2 The Liberty Boys 'Ransom: or. In the Hands of the Torr Outlaws.
7 3 Th e Liberty Hoya a s Sleu t h-Hounds; or, Tmilinrc: Benedict .Arnold.
H The Liberty Boys' "Swoop" ; o r , Scattering the R edcoats Like Ch aff.
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37 The Liberty Ro:vs' P rize. and How They W on It.
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